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DEATH COMES TO POPE PIUS X
AS HE ENDEAVORS TO BESTOW
WAR SCENES

OCCUPATION

AT TRIESTE,

FIX

OF BRUSSELS IS

BLESSING UPON HIS FRIENDS

ONLY SEAPORT

AUSTRIA'S
"

THREATENED WHEN DEFENDING

--

c3

His Last Words Were "All Things for Christ,'
His Beloved Motto.

FORCES BEGIN SLOW RETREAT

ALL ITALY JOINS IN MOURNING PONTIFF'S DEMISE

Allied Powers Assert Advance Will be Checked by English and French Armies
TERRIBLE

SLAUGHTER

AT

OCCURS

i

AUSTRIAN

AERSCHOT
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FORCES

BEING RUSHED

FOREIGN SHIPS WOULD

Kaiser's Troops Repulsed by Belgians in Host Bloody Encounter
War Out of a Force ol 288 Defenders
of the World-Wi- de
- ENJOY PROTECTION
French
Barracks
to
the
Returned
Seven
Uninjured
Only
Continue to Advance in
THEY ARE APPLYING FOR REGISAlsace-Lorrain-

e.

TRY UNDER AMERICAN
FLAG
An entire change In the plan of campaign may be brought about by
in Belgium,
the finding of an opening to the north by the German army
com.
British
the
from
communication
official
In
an
This was admitted
of
the
banks
on
both
mander, which said the Germans "had gained ground
the
It
adds
"Belgians,
that
allies."
the
the
Meuse and are in contact with
the Invaders In check
having done all that could be expected by holding
into
the
be
now
general plan of the
merged
for 15 days, their strategy will
sentence that the "retroIt concludes with the

Washington, Aug. 20. The administration bill for war risks was favorably reported for action to both house
and senate today after the brief hearings in committees. The bill to provide $25,000,000 risk insurance by the
government for ships ' of American
registry during the European war was
ordered favorably reported today by
the senate commerce committee, after
a brief hearing.
Hearings on the bill began today In
the house and senate committees.
ships
Approximately 300 foreign-buil- t
are ready to apply for American reg
istry if they could get government

significant
allied armies."
the Belgians have
grade movement does not mean defeat," Implying that
while trie
the
in
Germans,
themselves
checking
been operating hitherto by
of
French and British were making preparations to meet the advance
the German forces.
Rumors that Brussels has fallen Into German hands were persistent,
The Belgian
In Paris, but no confirmation could be obtained.
current
ly
who had reached
capital was known to be threatened by German cavalry,
the forest Sergnis, flanking the city. All the approaching roads had been
barricaded and entrenched. - Four Of the Brussels hospitals are filled with
wounded soldiers.
of the German troops in
Antwerp apparently is the temporary goal
but
steadily in the direction
slowly
are
moving
reported
Belgium. They
German soldiers have
The
Sceldt.
on
the river
of the great fortified port
their
masses,
pushing In from the
and
of
town
Tlrlemont,
the
occupied
allies' front.
the
with
contact
front, are believed to have come Into
near Charlero In
occurred
had
Reports in Brussels assert that battles
of 6,000 killed.
a
loss
suffered
to
have
were
which the Germans
supposed
This was not confirmed by official sources.
that GerReports were current in many European quarters today
for the
ultimatum
calling
many had decided not to comply with Japan's
German evacuation of Kiao Chow, and the abandonment of the eastern
seas by German war vessels.
In
Holland is said to feel uneasiness as to her East Indian colonies
attitude.
view of Japan's
Gumninnen, a German town 20 miles from the Russian frontier, has
been occupied by the Russians, who, according to Russian official advices,
captured 12 German field guns and took many prisoners.
News of military developments issued by the official bureaus becomes
more brief as the great masses of Germans and Austrians approach the
Indications of
opposing forces of the Belgians, French and British, and
ar
the positions occupied
entirely suppressed.
This morning's note sent out by the French war office just mentions
that important events are occurring In Belgium and adds that there is
nothing new along the front in
French official advices announce the rapid progress of the French
column invading Lorraine In the direction of Metz.
Two sons of Emperor William, Princes Eitelfreiderlck and August
William, are said to have passed through Liege on the way to the front.
A corps of Amasons is reported being raised In Berlin, according to
a statement made by Chinese medical men who have arrived in Rotterdam from the German capital.
In Herzegovina,
Montenegrin troops have invaded Austrian territory
in
Servian army.
the
an
been
have
as
corps
army
where they
incorporated
colonies
African
in
the
stationed
German
forces
small
The
and British
are carrying; out raids in each other's territory. The Germans in East
Africa today invaded the British protectorate.
The question of providing work for those thrown out of employment
war occupies the attention of the French cabinet council, which
the
by
decided to' start work shops and labor yards.
La Croix of Paris alleges the blind bishop, Kannengiesser, an Alsatian, was shot by Germans, who believed he possessed plans of the strong
Alsace-Lorrain-

fortress

of

Istein-Glot- z

In Baden.

London, Aug. 20. A dispatch
to the Star from Brussels says
the German occupation of Brus-sels is inminent. The Burgo- master of the Belgian capital has
ordered the civil guard to disarm.
London, Aug. 20. "fhe almost complete absence of news from the thea
ter of war today la the best evidence
that big events are in progress, which
will test the real calibre of the battalions today engaged In the "new
Waterloo" or the "new Sedan."
That the great German advance. Is
being pushed with determination can
fee safely asserted, judging from the
iniclligence permitted to the oiitside
world. On both banks of the Meu?e
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TO THE FRONT. THE INSERT SHOWS ARCHDUKE
COMMANDER 'OF THE AUSTRIAN ARMY

AMERICANS PENNILESS

IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES
THOSE IN NORWAY AND SWEDEN
ARE REPpRTED IN AC

TUALjWANT
London, Aug. 20. 1. K Vaughn of
Richmond, Va. and his wife arrived
in London today from Stockholm. He
came on the etegmer Sterling from
Stockholm to Newcastle. The Sterling was especially chartered by a
party of 50 Americans. Speaking of
in' Scandanavia Mr.
the situation
Vaughn said:
j
"There are 5,00$ Americans marooned on the Scananavian peninsula
and only one regnlar Jaily sailing for
England. This lj by steamers with a
capacity of 73 passengers. The charge
for this passage, is exorbitant.
'Americans in Scandanavia are un

GUARDSMEN

Premier Authorizes All Civil Officials to Take Part in'FuneralJCer-emonieif Invited to do so Father Francis Wernz, Head
of the Jesuit Order, Passes Away at Practically the Same
Hour as the Head of the Church.

FREDERICK,
Rome,
dead.

REPORTED

OF COLORADO
MARTIAL NOT GIVEN
HOWEVER

adjutant

Pius

s

gen-

-

--

non-unio- n

n

1

s.

with a silver hammer touches
the forehead three times, saying each
time:
"Giuseppl Sarto."
anWhen there is no reply he
nounces: "The pope is really dead.
It' is expected that the conclave for
the election of a pope will be held ont
September 3, after a delay to give
time for the cardinals from several
countries to arrive.
Premier Salandrie has sent notifi
cation of tho death of the pope to
the authorities throughout the king
dom, Instructing them at the same
time to take part in the funeral ceremonies If invited. For the first time
since the fall of the temporal power,
a pope has died without It being
for the Italian authorities to
When
take any special precautions.
both Pius IX and Pope Leo passl
away the government found it advi atle to occupy St. Peter's square an t
the principal thoroughfares leading to
tho Vatican with troops, ready to In
tervene Enotuu uccaaiou arise, . ur
case "of the death of ' Pope X oh 8;
count of the hour cf his death, such
probations ware jjot jneeessary.
Father Francis Xavier Wernz, gen- - '
era of the Society of Jesus, also died
in Rome
this morning.
Father
wernz was canea "tne Diack pope," n
nickname used to indicate his power
behind the throne. The late pontiff
was generally known as "the white
pope."
It Is believed that the body of Pius
X will be placed in a casket this af
ternoon and that the "lying in state"
will be in the same throne room wbere
so many thousands of people were admitted to the presence of the late
pontiff, r
The celebration of masses for the
repos of the soul of Pope Pius begaa
iu the death chamber at 4 o'clock
this morning. , The body of the late
pope reposed on a little iron bed with
damask coverings. Beside the bed
was a small image of the Virgint

X is pnd

pon-titic-

COURT
OUT,

Denver, Aug. 20. Adjutant General
John Chase said today that he had
turned over to Governor E. M. Amnions last night the findings of the
court 'martial which recently tried 22
officers and men of the Colorado National Guard on charges growing out
of the battle of Ludlow between striking coal miners and militiamen on
April 20.
The governor and the

Pope

"Together in one; all things in
Christ," the words which Pope Pius
X adopted as his motto in an encyclical on August 10, 1903, six days
after he had been elevated to the
chair, were on his lips as he
entered the valley of death.
The end, which came at 1 : 20 o'clock
this morning, was peaceful. A few
moments before he had been aroused
and
from a state of
he attempted to bestow a glossing on
those gathering in the chamber, but
his strength failed him. After a pause
he murmured the scriptural text and
did not speak again.
The death of the pontiff In the
eightieth year of his life and the
twelfth year of his pontificate, while
long anticipated because of ailments
incident to advanced age, neverthe
less came as a shock even to those
near him. For several days he had
been Buffering from gouty catarrh,
but.pn Tuesday hia physicians aeclared
.that, the trouble was of no great importance, and yesterday morning-r- e
assuring reports concerning the patient were current.
The change came suddenly during
the forenoon yesterday, and early in
the afternoon those in attendance announced that death was imminent.
Similar attacks had been resisted with
the aid of the pope's will power, but
depression over the clash of arms in
Europe militated against another re-

CLEARED OF CHARGES
PEPORT

20.

Aug.

eral, according to the latter, spent
a great part of the night reviewing
the verdicts. Early today Governor
Amnions left the city, to spend the
rest of the week on his ranch in
U,fcstein
Colorado, jmd the official an- ink Wraiie, .aecordtnfttrWwt:
with
in
their
friends
mrliL"s!
ucuQCCment of the --ixf&t
committee of bankers, shipping men communicate
f hidings will not be made until! his
are
Americans
America.
or
England
the
before
and other who appeared
the Bmaller return.
scattered
throughout
senate committee".
General Chase refused to confirm
in adin
and
towns
Sweden,
Norway
Before the house committee MajorChrlslania and or deny a report that all the defendto
dition
those
at
that
declared
Underwood
Leader
ity
while the government ought not en- Stockholm. They are unable to get ants were acquitted. According to
thin report, the findings as 'submitted
gage in marine insurance business as money and many of them are penni
to the governor 'but which have not
a permanent venture, the present bill less."
yet received his official approval
as
an
emergwas urgently necessary
clear all Ihe militiamen of the
Money for Refugees
ency measure.
Paris, Aug. 20. American officers charges of murder and arson and in
in charge of the relief of stranded the case of Lieutenant K. F. Linderfelt
Insurance Rates Raised
Americans in France arrived here on the charge of striking Louis Tikas covery.
London
A
20.
San; Francisco; Aug.
a
special train from Cherbourg today, with a clubbed rifle, is changed from
At 10 o'clock last night the pontiff
cable to the Pacific coast representhem five sealed casks, "wilfully" to "with provocation."
with
an attack of coughing that
bringing
experienced
notice
tative of Lloyd's gave
today
$50,000 in gold. The
greatly distressed him. He could not
that the underwriters have increased each containing
was transferred to automobiles
Striker Is Acquitted
move in bed without assistance, and
the war risk on Japanese vessels to money
to
in
officers
the
which
proceeded
Boulder, Colo., Aug. 20. The first of the struggle he 'made to breathe was
6.3 per cent, which is the highest rate
the American embassy, accompanied a series of trials
growing out of strike painful to witness. As the supreme
imw being quoted. Insurance men be(Continued on Page Four)
will
not
be
approxirate
this
in
lieve
Boulder county ended moment approached, the coughing)
disorders
ceased and the restlessnes which the
mately abated until the situation on
here today when C. J. Darre, a strikdoctors had been unable to relieve
or
the
definite
more
the Pacific is
er, was acquitted by a Jury in the dis- disappeared. The features of the paBIG
elseCAUSES
R1NTER
or
at
Kong
Holug
censorship
trict court of the murder of Nash tient which had given evidence of his
where had permitted developments of
a
miner, whose piiln, resumed a normal expression
the last fornight to become known.
UPHEAVAL BY SPEECH reeghley,
on an inter-urba- n except for the pallor, which increased.
was
crushed
found
body
The papal secretary of state, Carof January
on
the
track
night
TWO WOMEN HURT
havwas
dinal
of
1914'
accused
Merry del Val; Cardinals Fer
Darre,
Denver, Aug. 20. Two women, Mrs. CHARGES OF INEFFICIENCY MAKE 17,
and Bisletl, the pope's
his
and
left
assaulted
rata,
Cagiano
Winni-fred
ing
MEN
Beeghley
LABOR FEDERATION
Cora M. Hendricks and Miss
two sisters, and physicians who were
which
on
The
track.
the
trial,
body
were
ANGRY
both
of
Denver,
McDonald,
began August 10, was marked by num- at the bedside recognized the calm
seriously hurt and six others were in
erous clashes between the district at- preceding death. Dr. Marchiafava, his
ses
aO.i
which
in
automobile
Colo.,
Aug.
Today's
Pueblo,
jured when the
N. Hawkins, gen- h.mri nn the nontiff's nulse. turned to
they were riding slid down an em- sion of the Stale Federation of Labor, torney and Horace
United Mine ward the papal secretary, who was
the
eral
counsel
for
be
out
to
and
in convention here, started
bankment near the city limits
kneeling, and shook his head. Car
turned over. The cause of the acci a stormy one. This afternoon Martin Workers of America,
dinal Merry del Val understood and
dent is unexplained.
Lacher, delegate from the Typograph
covered his face with his hands.
HICKEY IS PRESIDENT
ical union in Denver,, presented a miBe20
The two sisters and the pope s secN.
M.,
Aug.
Albuquerque,
nority report in which he criticised
the officers of the state federation for fore its adjournment yesterday after-m.o- retaries could not restrain their sobs
the State Bar Association elect-c,- and their voices seemed to bring
their handling of finances. He threat
TODAY IN CONGRESS
M.
E, Hickey, an attorney of this back the pontiff from the state of
recommend
I
to
the
to
ened
typographi
cal union that it withdraw from the place- president, and selected. Albu- comma into which he had lapsed.
met
20.
House
querque as the next meeting place. His eyes opened and his lips moved,
federation.
Washington, Aug.
Other delegates were soon on their The following vice precidents wero and it was plain that he was making
at noon.
an effort to impart a final blessing.
,
Commerce bill committee voter fa feet in defense of the officers, and elected:
re- For a moment it seemed that dissoluthe
C.
F.
Wilson,
, First district,
ac
southward
whose
on
war
insurance
risk
expense
Hickey,
vorable
are
the Germans
report
Secretary
crowding
count had been criticised, and intro tiring president; second district, J. A. tion had taken place and then the
toward the entrenched French army biil.
toward
continued
committee
duced vouchers and receipts in his Miller; third district, J. H.'Paxten; lips moved again.
Naval
affairs
waiting to stem their progress
"Together in one; all things In
consideration of bills tQ place govern defense. The convention voted to ex fr.uilh district, W. J. Lucas; fifth
Sedan and Paris.
dishe' whispered.
sixth
Tomlinson
Christ,''
Ford;
the
reached
district,
ment ships in commercial service.
punge the minority report from
The invaders already have
The physician bent over the bed,
trict, F. W. Vellicott; seventh district
a line between Dinant and Neufcha-teau- ,
Resumed consideration of water records.
Motion to reconsider a resolution E. A. Tittman; eighth district, J. D. listening to a heart that was still.
the latter point being less than power regulation bill.
Mrs. Nellie C. Pierce was "It is all over," he said, and rever25 miles from Sedan as the crow flies.
Senate met at 11 a. m.
urging the recall of Judge McHendrie Cutlip.
conently kissed the pontiff's hand.
was
voted down after
secretary and treasurer.
Commerce committee voted favor of Trinidad
To the northward their advance troops
In turn the others did the same.
con
Resolutions
wrangling.
near
bill.
siderable
have reached the river Dyle,
ably on war risk insurance
Afterward
SNAKE
BY
BITTEN
they intoned proyers for
Resumed debate on labor exemption demning Governor Ammons, Attorney
Milenes, almost midway between Brusthree-yea- r
dead.
the
20.
The
Santa
and
Auditor
Aug.
Fe,
General Farrar,
Leddy
sels and Antwerp. Before this north- clause of the Clayton bill.
the special legislature that appropriat- - old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. , Cardinal de la Volpe, chamberlain
ward rush the Belgian forces are rallyed $1,000,000 .for the payment of mi- - Richards, at Hurley, Grant county was of the church, from Imola, today was
CRUDE OIL DROPS
ing on Antwerp. In Brussels they call
The same resolu- - bitten by a rattlesnake and for a awaited. He will direct the Holy See
20.
retreat.
oil
The
pur- Htia were adopted.
this a strategic
Pittsburgh, Aug.
and applauded State time her life was 'despaired of. But temporarily and will conduct the tradiWhether the movement is strategic chasing agencies announced another tions commended
Kenehan
and Secretary of s'ie 19 now out of danger. The Enake tional ceremony in which the pontiff
Treasurer
or forced,' the Germans have gained cut in prices today, Pennsylvania
their
for
attitude during fastened its fangs in the girl's right is officially pronounced dead. In this
cut
Penny
Brus-helState
of
five
a
to
$1.45,
crude going
much ground In the direction of
The
strike.
convention Is foot and it was with difficulty that ceremony the chamberlain lifts the
coal
cents. All other grades were cut two tho
Should they, however, take
conclude
covering from the face of the dead
to
its
work tonight. the reptile's hold was released..
expected
cents.
on Page Five.)
.
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Guiseppe Sarto, Pope Pius X, died
at 20 minutes past 1 o'clock
this morning at the age of 80 yearsv
He had reigned as pope for 11 years.
His last words imparted a blessing to
those who stood at his bedside, and
among his last eartnly thoughts was
lua V""1
UP Borrw
Europe.
The pope had been ill for four days
of a bronchial affection, but up to yesterday morning no fatal outcome of
his malady had been feared. He Buffered a serious relapse yesterday afternoon, but rallied under stimulants,
and with his doctors and his sisters
at his side remained alive until the
early hours of thie morning. Hia
death undoubtedly was induced int
large measure by his great grief over
the warfare now ravaging Europe,
and his inability to bring peace to
the warring nations. His last worda
were the famous motto of his reign r
"Together in one; all things ia
Christ,"
This afternoon the body of the late
pontiff was embalmed. The lying in
fctate will take place in the throne
room of the Vatican, where
of persons were admitted
to his presence when alive.
The question of a conclave to elec t
a successor is being discussed today.
It probably will take place September
in Rome

j

many-thousand-

s

3.

All shops on St Peters square am
closed today. Some of them havv
(Continued
Pour)

LAS VEGAS

TWO

CHOICE NARROWS

Storo

La j Vif sLeJin

DOWN TO TWO

SoutkSwtoPlnyi

MEN

Two More Days

65c to SI "Onxy"
Hosiery, pair

J

9

Made of fine Lisle Thread, In
black, tan and white. Embroid-

ered and lace styles; yr

$4.00 Silk
Waists

23c

$1.50

Only three more days in which
to buy these Waists at this extremely low price. Your choice
$1.50
of our Tub Silk Waists

Sltghtly Soiled Corsets
During the course of a seaBon,
with the enormous stock of Corsets we carry, many get slightly soiled In handling. We have
grouped these in two lots and
marked them at compelling
prices.
Up to $2.00 Corsets
Up to J6.50 Corsets

WAR

65c

WITH WORK OF

SCIENTISTS
OBSERVATIONS
PREVENTS
TOTAL ECLIPSE OF
THE SUN

OF

48c

25c to 75c Infants
n1
Caps
A nice

assortment

19c
Infants'

of

Lawn Caps; neatly trimmed. A
19c
genuine bargain. Now

50c Rompers

39o

A nice assortment of Children's

Rompers, In pints and blues.
Extra well made, sizes 2 to 6.
39c
Special this week

65c Silk Gloves

23c

Reliable SUk Gloves, double
tips, colors brown, black and
23c
white; worth 65c. Now

25c Stationery 12 1.2c

Royal Irish Linen Paper with
Regular
envelopes to match.
price 25c. Now just one-hal-

2 far 25c

$1.25

II NTERFERES

publican

Made of Figured Lawns and
Swisses, neatly .trimmed with
laces, ribbons and embroideries.
Regular price 75c to $1.25. .
Now

1

following account of the eclipse and
the scientific results sought from
such events.
Tomorrow the moon will pass exactly between the earth and the sun,
nn1 there will be a total solar eclipse.
It will not be observed in America, ex
cept as a small partial eclipse at
sunrise in the northern states and
Canada, but in Persia, Russia and
Sa.ndinavia the full effect will be
seen.

Although the moon looks about the
same size as the sun, it ia very much
smaller and nearer. The sun is
miles in diameter and 93,000,000
Washington. Aug. 20. The eclipse miles away, while the moon is 2,163
of the sun tomorrow total In part of miiea in diameter and 239,000 miles
Europe and Asia and a part eclipse a v. ay. On account of the moon's
in northwestern America has been small size compared with the sun the
attracting widespread attention among shadow cast by the moon is a cone,
astronomers and scientists, but now and the point ot this cone ub barely
it t feared that the European war reaches the earth.
will seriously. interfere with, even if , In tomorrows eclipse the diameter
it does not entirely prevent the ob- of the cone at the earth's surface is
r.crvntinnfl which the scientists had only about 85 miles, so that the
as total only in a
planned to make of the phenomenon. eclipse is visible
The eclipse will toe observable along belt about. 85 miles wide, stretching
a line extending from Alsteno, on the over the countries already named. As
a partial eclipse it will be seen over
wost coast ot Norway, through
a
very wide area, including northeast- on the Swedish coast, Riga
on the Baltic, Minsk and Kiev In cen- ei'rn America, Greenland, Europe, half
tral Russia, and leaving Europe at of Asia and half of Africa. Within
this region only a part of the sun's
Theodosia on the Crimean coast.
Many scientific expeditions had disk will be hidden by the moon.
Wherever the solar eclipse is seen
been planned to observe the eclipse.
The most of these expeditions were as total, the Bky will become nearly
as dark as full moonlight, and a few
feigned to take their observations
of the brighter stars and planets may
duraIn
from points
Russia, where the
tion of totality will be longeBt Under be seen. Sometimes the moon and
alexisting conditions It will ot course sun occupy such positions that,
moon passes directly be
the
though
of
-- be
scientists
for
the
impossible
other lands to visit Russia at the pres- tween the earth and the sun, the shaent time. At the present time It will dow cone does not quite reach the
te almost equally impossible for the earth. Such solar eclipses are called
scientists to change the base of their "annular" and are nowhere total
In the most favorable case
operations to the Scandinavian penin eclipses.
a total eclipse may last seven minutes
sula, for the reason that weeks of
at a station, but such occasions are
preparations are necessary to set up
their Instruments and make other ne- ery rare. There will be total eclipses
visible In the United States In 1918,
cessary preparations. The difficulty of
1928, and 1925.
reaching Norway and Sweden at the
present time Is so great that it is unlikely that any expeditions to those
countries will be undertaken. In view
NO TIME FOR SENTIMENT
of the existing circumstances it la
probable that no noteworthy observa
tions will be made of the eclipse, with
the possible exception of those that
may be made by the Russian astrono
mers themselves.
Eefore the outbreak of the war
nearly all civilized countries were pre
paring expeditions for the study of
the eclipse, and a number of private
expeditions were also being fitted out.
As previously stated the most of them
had chosen Russia for their goal.
Among other German cities Hamburg
was fitting out an expedition, while
a second one, subslzled by the Prus-fiian state, was being planned by Professor Mlethe of the Charlottenburg
;
Technical school.
In England steamboat" parties were
She Ah! James, couldn't you Just
being made up to view the eclipse stand here and
gaze at the view for
J from Alsteno and Riga, and from the
ever?
i
fact of the eclipse coming in the holt
He Sure Come on; there goes d
I day season It was expected that great dinner bell!
would avail
i numbers of sightseers
themselves of the opportunity, which
will not recur in Europe till 1927.
Walter Johnson stands sixteenth in
Professor C. G. Abbott, head of the the list of American league pitchers.
i astronomical branch of the Smithson-The big fellow is surely having a
ian Institution, and a recognized au- tough season, but he is the beet fling-ein the business at that
thority on solar phenomena, gives the
865,-Oo-

l)

Her-nrsan-

s

r

:.

W. T. Greene, Hopkinton, N. H..
writes the following letter, which wiil
lute rest every one who has kidney
trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Greene
hf d been afflicted with a very stub- torn kidney trouble. Foley Kidney
Pills done more to complete ber recovery than any medicine she has ta
ken and I feel It my duty to recom
mend them," O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. AJt.

congressional

nomination

leading subject of discussion by the

will be given to Benlgno Hernandez, Farmers' Educational and
ct Rio Arriba county, or to W. H. Union of America when it meets here
week after
Andrews, of Albuquerque, Pennsyl In annual convention
vanla and elsewhere, according to the next Tho convention will be at
latest product of the republican ru tended by 3,000 or. more delegates rep
mor mill here. The chances appear resenting the branches of the organi
to strongly favor Hernandez, unless, zation in 30 states. President Chas.
as reported, the southeastern counties S. Barrett of Georgia will preside.
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iog Sacques
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ANDREWS
OR HERNANDEZ
WILL
DISCUSS IMPORTANT
PROBLEMS
BE NOMINATED FOR
Fort Worth, Tex., Aug. 20. The
CONGRESS
financing of the farming and ranching
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 20. The re- interests of the country will be the

r

the new Fall merchandise.-Neveand we turn our attention entirely to
with
goods-a- nd
of
unseasonable
has our stock been bo o'ean
Fall business
our
start
will
we
In
rapidly,
the new goods coming
look over the many bargains
with a dash and a vim. Corns in and
that still remain.
$1.25 LawriDres- -
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combine behind T. J. Molinarl, of
Portales. to defeat a Spanish-Amerl- cn nomination. In case Hernandez
Is not named for congress he will un
doubtedly be run for corporation
commissioner unless Hugh H. Wil
liams gets it and Hugh and his
friends say it is certain he will. If
case Hernandez heads the ticket the
other end Is bound to be Williams, it
is said. It seems pretty certain that
Colonel R. E. Twltchell will not con
sent to run for congress, one story
having It that he would prefer to go
to the legislature first and after mak
ing a success of the San Diego ex
position exhibit, get in training for
the senate.
Republicans from the northern coun
ties say that Andrews and Baca are to
cut no ice In the convention. Republicans from Bernalillo say the Ber
nalillo line up of Andrews and Her
nandez must be put across.- J. Wight Giddlngs, formerly lieuten
ant governor of Michigan, who has
If en mentioned as a congressional
possibility, has denied emphatically
that he would accept the nomination
if tendered. "There Is nothing In the
report that I am a candidate abso
lutely nothing in itk" declared Mr.
Giddlngs this afternoon. Colonel Jose
D. Sena, supreme court clerk, and one
of the most prominent Spanish-Amer- i
cans In the state, is also mentioned
as of congressional timber when the
republican convention opens. Colonel
Sena's friends declare, however, that
he does not desire the honor.
BEULAH

BUDGET

Jr., Aug. 18. Messrs
I.ippset and Stutzorman, who have
been at the Mossiman ranch for some
months, returned to Ias Vegas yes
toiday.
The Vasse family, after a stay of
some two months on the Sapello,
have returned to their home at Hunts
Beulah,

N.

ville, Mo.
John Koogler, wife and baby, made
a flying trip to the Sapello and feasted
on speckled trout for a few "days

Oscar Burch, the fisherman of the
postoffice force, and wife are on a
two weeksf outing at the Barker
place.
Two gentlemen, brothers,
from
Tampa, Fla., and Missouri are book
ed to be at Beulah this week to visit
their families, who have been in New
Mexico for several months.
A party of four young men from
Beulah were exploring (the country
around the Truchas Peaks last week
They secured some fine views of the
mountains with .a panoramic camera.
The school board at Santa Rosa
has employed Omar Barker as prln
cipal of the Santa Rosa schools for
the coming year.
The farmers are looking forward
expectedly to the county fair in Octo
ber, but think it will be handicapped
by the smallness of the premiums of
fered.
RUSTICUS
CANADIAN DRUGGISTS

MEET

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Aug. 20. New
legislation regarding the sale of drugs
was the most important matter dis
cussed by thi Canadian Pharmaceu
tical association at the opening session of Its ;nnual convention here
today. Tho pensions will continue
seevral days, during which time numerous papers will be presented by
troirmeut druggists and chemists, of
Canada and the United States.

Boys, Look Out for Green Applet
Lester Wolroth had a very severe
attack of cholera morbus brought on
by eating green apples. His mother.
Mra. Pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
says, 'l was advised to give him
Chamberlain's
Colic. Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did, and
the relief from the first was very
great After taking three doses he
was all right" For sale by all deal
ers. Adv.

SUPERINTENDENTS MEET
New York, Aug. 20. Once a year
the superintendents of the leading
railroad systems of the United States
and Canada come together to exchange views on the various problems
of their business. The occasion is the
annual meeting of the American association of Railroad superintendents.
This year's meeting was opened at the
Waldorf today and will be continued
over tomorrow.
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
Foley Kidney Fills for Mrs. Halfacre,
who was down on her back with kid
neys so sore he had to help her move.
He says, "She would cry with pain
across her kidneys, but after she took
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
she was as well and strong as ever."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co

Adv.
MEETING
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Had Trouble With Her Stomach
"About four years ago I began to
have trouble with my stomach and

found it necessary to eat sparingly,"
writes Mrs. Bernice Wyandt, Lima,
Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy
feeling In my stomach after eating
that was most uncomfortable. I was
also annoyed by frequent headaches.
After taking a number of medicines
without benefit 1 got a bottle of
Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
were Just the thing. Two bottles of
them rid me of this complaint" For
sale by all dealers. Adv;.
READY FOR BIG AUTO RACES
Chicago, Aug 20. Officials of the
Chicago Automobile club have com

pleted all arrangements for the annual road races to be held over the
Kane county course tomorrow and
Saturday. The Chicago Automobile
club trophy race will be the event of
the opening day. On Saturday the
f'eefor-all- ,
or Elgin national trophy
contest will be decided. Six thousand
dollars will be divided among the
winners of the two big races.
Grant, Anderson, Babcock and
a number of other famous drivers will
take part.
Old-fiel-

Sufferers of Hay Fever
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
from choking, gaspmg asthma and tormenting hay fever for those who take
MANDATE IS FILED
Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads i
Santa Fe, Aug. 20. Catron and Cat- healing soothing coating as It glides
ron have just filed the mandate of down a raw tickling throat &nd stops
the United States supreme court as irritating coughs and colds. O. 0
transmitted
through the state su- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
preme court In the right of way dam- Adr.
ages case of the Arizona and Colorado Railroad company against the
SELL8 BIG GRANT
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad comSanta Fe, Aug. 20. Judge John R.
pany, appellant, In which the former McFie left this afternoon for Albu
was awarded heavy damages for cer- querque to sell the Pajarlto grant at
tain right of way In San Juan county the court house under order of the
seized by the Denver and Rio Grande federaT court under a judgment for
when it built Its line from Durahgo one half the costs of the federal sur- t Farmington. Execution for costs yey of the grant J. W. Norment
amounting to $1,500 was to have been president of the chamber of commerce,
filed at the same time but the appel- - accompanied Judge McFie, being a
.
Ian I arranged to pay these.
, 'prospective bidder on the grant
"

Brine:.. Your

Job Work
r"
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BANKERS

Butte, Mont., Aug. 20. Representative bankers and business men from
all parts of the state were present
today at the opening of the annual
meeting of the Montana Bankers' association. Business sessions and various features of ewttfi'tainment will
occupy the visiting bankers during the
remainder of the week. Among the
well known financiers scheduled to
address the convention are Arthur
Reynolds of Des Moines, president of
the American Bankers' association,
and Joseph Chapman, of Joliet, 111.
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KAISER NOT THE
AN TO BE
BLAMED
AFiMY AND NAVY JOURNAL SAYS
EMPEROR IS NOT GLORY
MAD

'
Washington, Aug. 20. In a long editorial under the caption, "IJ the Kaiser
Glory Mad?" the Army and Nary Journal, in Its issue of Saturday, points out
the absurdity of the contention, frequently heard that Emperor William
dellbrately started the greatest war of
all history In order to achieve fame as
a great soldier. The Journal says. In

part:
"It is

well to call attention to a tew
facts which lie close to the surface In
this titanic European upheaval, and
which should be especially Instructive
to all military men. First, one hears on
all sides in the United States that the
and
Cerman kaiser Is
that, in a mad desire to achieve a
name like Frederick the Great or Nap
oleon, he has flung his great army In
the face of Europe. When the BoulanIter excitement was at Its height In
France, one of Boulanger'B partisans
arose in the house of deputies and
shouted to the opposition: "How do
you know that General Boulanger will
not punish you all with a coup d' etat?"'
" 'Because,' hissed back an opponent,
'he Is too old.' Boulanger was then
64. So It may be said of the German
kaiser. Born In 1859, he is now 55
years of age. A
grandfather does not seek military glory
glory-hungr-

y

gray-haire-

FREE ADVICE
TO SICK WOMEN
Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense
Suggestions.
"Women suffering .from any form of
female ills are invited to communicate
promptly with the
woman's private
correspondence

partment of the Ly-di-a
E. Pinkham Mede

icine Co., Lynn,
In) Mass. Your letter
will be opened, read

Ja'&

and answered by a

woman and held in
strict confidence. A woman can freely
talk of her private illness to a woman ;
thus has been established a confidential
EPINKHAM

correspondence which has extended over
many years and which has never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without the
written consent of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confidential letters to get out of their possession, as the hundreds of thousands
of them in their files will attest
Out of the vast volume of experience
which they have to draw from, it is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed in your case. Nothing is asked in return except your good
will, and their advice has helped thousands. Surely any woman, rich or poor,
should be glad to take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance. Address
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (confidential) Lynn, Mass.

at an age three years greater than
that at which Napoleon died and when
years older than was Frederick
Great, when by the treaty of
Dresden, In 1745, he obtained possession of Silesia, for the second time,
and by his military genius had raised
himself to a great position In Europe
"The kaiser has so well kept the
peace of Europe during the 26 year!
of his reign that Carnegie, only a few
months ago, presented to him a tribute as an expression of the admiration of peace lovers the world over for
tfce magnificent worn he had done to
prevent war In Europe during his years
of power. Now to say that he has
plunged nations into war for a mere
freak Is to misjudge entirely those racial currents which for centuries, like
some deeply hidden stream that undermines mountains and brings the loftiest peak level with the plain, have
torn through all conventions and diplomatic agreements, and made their way
in blood to the attainment of their
ultimate object. There has been
more than one occasion when the
mad, could have thrown his sword into
mad, could have thown his sword Into
the balance with, far more chance of
achieving success than at the present
22
fUe

-

time.

"Americans not having been placed
In environment where they could feel
the pressure of rival races, naturally
form the opinion that the great mill.

ttry establishment

of the German
emperor is responsible for this war,
and they can not understand how a
thing that appears so small to them
as the Austro-Serviadispute should
result In this
conflagra
tion. This attitude on their part is
due to their Ignorance of conditions
ttat have obtained in their own country. Only a few months ago the United
States invaded territory of Mexico and
seized her greates t port because a
certain salute was not given to the
American flag. Doubtless the Ameri
can people would have been much ag
grieved if Europe had mocked them
fov entering upon hostilities for such
a trivial cause.
"Americans are Inclined to condemn
the Btrenuous methods
adopted by
Austria to puniBh Servla for the assassination of the heir to the Austrian
throne, yet our own government refuted to recognize the authority of
Hverta on the ground he was impli
cated In the assassination of Madero,
a Mexican a refusal that resulted
eveuitually in the Invasion of Mexican
territory.
"We who watch over the Monroe
dcx trine with nervous care are scarcely in a position to shout militarism
at the Germans or Austrians when
they risk the arbitrament of war for
a principle of racial homogeneity, that
may have just as solid a basis in the
needs of the people as had that doc
trine."
n

MONUMENT TO INDIANS
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 20. A party
of state officials and members of the

Minnesota Historical society visited
Fort Rldgely today to attend the dedication of a monument to the friendly
Chippewas and their chief Moo-zo- omaun-nle- ,
who are said to have rendered assistance by giving warning
of the movements of the hostiles and
conducting the whites to safety at the
time of the Sioux massacre in 1862.
The monument was erected by 'the
stele of Minnesota, The dedication
Every woman ought to rehave was accompanied toy a program of in'Tydia E. Pinkham's
Text Book. It Is not a book for teresting exercises. The principal
were delivered 'by George F.
general distribution, as it is too
and
is
free
only
It
expensive.
Authier, private secretary to Governor
obtainable by mail. Write for Eherhart, and Theodore H. Beaulien
'
it today.
of White Earth.
80-pag-

f. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

it

OPPOSES GIVING
AWAY INDIAN

LANDS
OF SANTA
BROCHURE TO
ADDRESSES
CONGRESS

It is Just Natural
To Admire Babies

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
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blood-poiso-
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bunion.
"GETS-ITIs sold
by druggists
everywhere, 25c a bottle, or sent di
rect by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago.
"

Adv.
NO

BOOZE;

MURDER

Tariffville, Conn., Aug, 20. Because
bhc hid a bottle of whiskey to prevent
her husband from drinking a highball
before starting for church this after
noon, Mro. Eva Kavalest, twenty-eieh- t
was murdered by William Kava
He fired five bullest, thirty-threlets Into her as she ran about the
e.

room.

Then, reloading the pistol he put
three bullets Into his own breast and
die d. All the while their seven-year- old boy crouched In a corner. .Constable Hovey of Tarrlfvllle Center,
fcund the little fellow so frightened
he could scarcely tell about the sad
scene he had witnessed.
The murder and suicide took place
al.out 9:30. Kavalest, who was a tobacco worker had been out with a
party Saturday night When he said
he was golng-t- o
have a drlnfc Mrs.
Kavalest said he was not going to
church smelling of liquor. She seized
the ibottle of whiskey Kavalest had
brought home and fled with It. On
her return he demanded to kndw
vhere she had hidden it. She refused
to reply and threw herself upon the
bed in her room weeping.
The little hoy says he saw his
mother turn and open her eyes just
in time to see her husband aiming his
revolver at her.
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Interest Pedd On Deposits

Favorite Remedy ror Diarrhoea
"About three years ago I had a se
rious attack of summer complaint
The doctor's medicine failed to bene
fit me, so I sent for a bottle of Cham
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy upon the recommendation of
one of my neighbors. One dose of It
did me more good than all the other
medicine I had used. I improved rap-Idl- y
and In a short time I was well,"
Mrs. May Hlggins, Peru, Ind.
writes
SAYS JONES, CATRON AND FALL
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
ARE DOING EXCELLENT
WORK
Al Platte of the Providence team
is the real batting leader among the
ArSanta Fe, Aug. 20.
regular performers of the Internathur Seligman, who has returned from tional league.
a several months' visit in the east,
had an Interesting hour's conference
on New Mexico affairs with PresSUNDAY LID LIFTING
ide t Wilson. He returns a warm admirer of the president, not only as a
statesman but as a genial and earnWORRIES. SANTA FE
est man who has the welfare of the
nation at heart. Mr. Seligman ako
had conferences with Postmaster Gen- ANONYMOUS LETTERS ARE SENT
OFFICERS BY PEOPLE OF
eral Burleson, Secretary of Treasury
THE CITY
McAdoo and other cabinet officers. He
ennnot speak too highly of the work
of Assistant Secretary of the Interior
Santa Fe, Aug. 20. Santa Fe is
A. A. Jones and though a democrat,
stirred by anonymous letters address
he also gives due credit to the high ed to
Judge John R, McFle, president
standing in Washmgton of United of the Law and Order league, and
States Senators Thomas B. Catron and to officials In which the
charge is
Albert B. Fall. Mr. Seligman was In made that the saloons do not observe
tcuch with some of the leading fin- the
Sunday closing law, making speanciers of the east and throws many cific reference to
prominent Santa
a sidelight on world events that are Feans and one
Albuquerquean who
as interesting as they are Illumining. were seen
going into saloons on
Sunday to quench their thirst The
$100 Reward, $100
communication makes the demand
The readers of this paper will be that "the arch violator of the Sunpleased to learn that there Is at least day closing law and disregarder of the
one dreaded disease that science has saloon men's
agreement should be
been able to cure In all its stages, and made aa
of and a warrant
example
that is Catarrh. - Hall's Catarrh Cure should be Issued and he be bound over
is the only positive cure now known to await
the action of the Santa Fe
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh becounty grand jury so that he may get
ing a constitutional disease, requires what properly awaits him. Play ball.
treatment.
a constitutional
Hall's Mr. City Marshal to the bat and Mr.
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, act- Sheriff on deck. Get me?"
ing directly upon the blood and muOne saloonkeeper has been arrest
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
ed for opening his saloon on Monday
destroying the foundation of the dis- morning at 1 o'clock instead of 5, as
ease, and giving the patient strength tho ordinance
provides and was finby building up the constitution and ed $50.
Mayor W. G. Sarpnt p;avc
assisting nature in doing Its work. assurance today that ttus ealcons
The proprietors have so much faith would foe
kept tightly closed Sundays
in its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that It fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To-

LIKES

NEW MEXICO

MEN

a heretofore and three aldermen whq
l:ad signed a petition that saloons b
remitted to keep open until Sunday
turrning at 2 o'clock, withdrew their
names from the petition which haf
been signed by all the aldermen exj
cept Dr. J. A. Rolls, who waa out of
town and now the saloons close atl
I
midnight instead of 2 o'clock.
District Judge E. C. Abbott at the!
last term of court kept the grand:
jury in session several days longer an
an expense of several hundred dol
lars to hear evidence of law violations
by saloons, but no witness appeared
letted
r.lthouKh several anonymous
had been - received and caused thd
judge to hold the jury. District Atl
tcrney Alexander Read and his as-- j
sit tant said today that they would!
d. everything In their power to as-- I
sltt in enforcing the law against saJ
loons or against any one else.

SEVERE PUNISHMENT
Of Airs. ChappelL; of Five Tears'
Standing, Relieved by CarduL
Mt. Airv. N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chan
pell of this town, savs: "I suffered xoi
five years with womanly troubles,
siomacn irouoies, and my pumshmeo
was more than any one could tell.
I tried most every kind of medicine,
but none did tne any good.

all

read one day about Cardui, the woB
luilil, auu 1 UCUUCU IU ITJ U.
had not taken but about six bottles unt
1
was almost cured. It did me mor
good than all the other medicines 1 ha
tried, put together.
Mr friends beran asklne me whv
looked so well, and 1 told them abou
caraui. beveral are now taking it."
Do vou. ladv reader, suffer from an
of the ailments due to womanly trouble
sucn as neaaacne, Dacnacne, sideache
sieepiessness, ana mat everlastingly tirei
I

mail

feeling?

If so, let us urge you to give Cardui :
trial. We feel confident it will help yoi;
just as it has a million other women i.
the past half century.
y.
Yod
Befjin taking Cardui
nun i
iu nu IU unguis.
Wr-r- i
Clia'.taroar MsdlcliM Co.. Ladle
tt:
Dc- -:

ititi

J

.
Chai anooa. Tnn., for Strcia.
.nt:rmimu cr. yourci-- . and e
oook,
for Women," in pioui wrapper. N.C 1 S

COAL AMD WOO

ledo, O.
Soid by Druggists, 75o.

Take Hall's Family pills for consti
pation.

Adv

Pretty loose stuff for Tex Ervln to
he la released

be hitting for .848 when

outright fcy Brooklyn, with nary an
American or National league club to
put in a claim for him.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Dm W G ON D Qii
't

ANNOUNCING

THE NEW HOTPOINT
ELECTRIC TOASTER
GREATLY IflPROVED
REDUCED IN PRICE

VJo3

$4.00

improved El Toato $3.50

v

No. 7539
vs.
Defendant
W. S, Bettls
You, the Paid defendant W. S. Bet- -

v $30,000.00

W, KXLLT..

HOtcmi

That's why millions of
"GETS-IT- "
today
and throwing aw?.;- their, fussy plasters, stick t; pe,
salves,
and "wrapping outfits" that make a
bundle around the toe and choke it
o pain by pressing either on or
..iound the" corn. There is nothing
to stick to your stocking, nothing to
n n'
nrpsa nn nr nrnund ihaw nrn . Yah
ply it in two seconds. No more knives,
razors, scissors or files, with their
dangers. Try "GETS-IT- "
for that corn, callus, wart or

are using

rison, doing business under
the firm name of Murphy
Plaintiff
and Morrison

PAID IN

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

d. v.

never fails.
people

THRZ

ld

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

WM. Q. HATTJOH--

I

CITROLAXI

AS VEGAS
INTEREST PAIDON TIME DEPOSITS

-

f

No Canute Bampt
No Pain, If .
Ton UM
GETS4T."

Our altrustld nature Impels love for the
cooing infant. And at tha same time
the subject of motherhood Is ever before
us. To know what to do that will add
to the physical comfort of expectant
motherhood Is a subject that has interested most women of all times. One of
the real helpful things is an external
abdominal application sold In most drug
Btores under the name of "Mother's
Friend." We have known so many grandCITROLAXI
mothers, who In their younger days
CITROLAXI
relied upon this remedy, and who recommend It to their own daughters that It
certainly must be what Its name indiIt's a laxative of course and the
cates. They have used It for Its direct
Influence upon the muscles, cords, liganicest hot weather drink you ever
ments and tendons as It aims to afford tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleasrelief from tne strain and pain so often
N.
unnecessarily severe during the period of antly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse,
expectancy.
'., says: "Have used laxatives for
Every woman should mention "Mother's
5 years but this Citrolax has got
Friend" when the Btork Is the subject of
conversation. An interesting little book everything else beat a mile." Try it.
Is mailed free upon application to, Brad-fleO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Regulator Co., 405 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. It refers to many things Co. Adv.
that women like to read about
Get or recommend a bottle of "Mother's
y
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Friend."
and write for the bgofc,
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel, in the District Court.
E. I Murphy and Harry Mor

Vice-Preside-

CAPITAL STOCK

n

pi-t-

50,0.M
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"2 drops put on In 2 seconds, corn
shrivels, 'comes clean off!"' That's the
the
marvelous story of "GETS-IT,- "
corn cure. Nothing ran be
FE sloipler for the cure of corns and it

Santa Fe, Aug. 20. (Remarkable both
in a literary and In a historical way
is a pamphlet or brochure just published by Father Anselm Weber, the
devoted and venerable Franciscan
missionary to the Navajos, stationed at
St. Michaels and well known throughout New Mexico for his learning and
It Is entitled "The Navajo Indians, a Statement of Facts," and is
an argument against the proposed
of lands to the Navajos and the
throwing open of the Navajo reservation to the homesteader. His Indictment is:
"The Indian has no representation
unless congress as a whole espouses
his cause. Too often, however, congress as a body relies Implicitly upon
the delegation from such states for in
formation, guidance and act'c.i. and
such delegations are, at times, misinformed by Interested constituents. I
as
am stating the case as ml'-olpctsible."
Father Weber thenj takes up some
of the misstatements and cites facts
and figures which are perhaps, as complete a summing up of the conditions
on the Navajo reservation, as has
ever found its way into print. Of
course, the writer is an- authority
the
with
Navajos on
having lived
their, reservation for many, many
years, knows their language and their
customs, has their confidence and Is
much beloved by them.
He defends the Navajos against the
charge of lawlessness, and quotes sta
tistics showing that the Navajo has
not any too much land on his reservations. It is an intensely interesting
review of the situation, and the 30
pages of the pamphlet will no doubt
lie welcomed by congress, for which
it was written.

20, 13H.

Corns SELIGMAN
Shrivel, Vanish!

"Gets-It,- "

It's the New Way, and You'll Forget
You Ever Had Corns

ntw-pla-

FATHER WEBBER

CAPITAL

,aa'N .

SURPLUS

Use

AUGUST

tis, are hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against you in
the District Court for the County of
San Miguel and State of New
above named
Mexico
by said
plaintiffs, the nature of said suit Is
to recover for goods, wares and mer
chandise sold and delivered to said
defendant by plaintiffs.
The plaintiffs' demand is $72.43
with interest at six per cent per an
num from June 24th, 1913, and you
are further notified that your prop
erty, described as follows: The South
east Quarter of Section 21, Township
17 North, Range 21 East, situated in
San Miguel County, .New Mexico, has
been attached and that unless yon
enter or cause to b& entered your appearance in said surt on or before the
first day of October, A. D. 1914, Judgment will be rendered against you and
said property, above described, sold
to satisfy the same.
Plaintiffs' attorney is William G.
Haydon, and his postofflce address
Is East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Dated this 3rd day of August, 1914.
LORENZO DEUJADO,
Clerla.

The New HOTPOINT ELECTRIC TOASTER operated with
one hand, the only electric toaster to do this.
Cooks enough nice golden brown toast for five people at

cost of

fc.

minutes.
Will toast two slices of bread on both sides in 2
Can anyone afford to continue to make toast the old way,
and trot to the kitchen, when improved EL TOSTO does all
the work right on your dining room table?
COriE IN NOW EXAfllNE OUR STOCK OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS WATCH A DEnONSTRATION OF "EL T0ST0" IT
WILL BE A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU. .
The public is Entitled to Courtegeous Treatment and to the
Best Possible Service.
1-
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THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY
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LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC,
ate reports of tlio results of the va-rThese can be obtained
with better satisfaction to all persons
concerned If they come through offi
ESTABLISHED 1879
cial channels. This was proved during
the operations at Vera Cms. when correspondents In Mexico were unable to
Publishes by
CO.
got to the world news of the events
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
THE
transpiring at the Mexican port be
(Incorporated)
fore Washington had given out official
.Editor. reports based upon cablegrams and
. M. PAOGETT
wireless messages received from the
commanders in the field.
If the various nations engaged In
the war will be frank in giving out
Entered at the postofflce at East official Information to the press and
be conducted
a
let their censorship
(as Vegas, New Mexico (or
of securing ac
the
for
purpose
States
merely
United
the
through
curacy, there can he no complaint
mall aa aecond class matter.
from anybody, for the public would
prefer to receive facts a few hours
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
af'er a battle than to be supplied ev- Dally, by Carrier
15 minutes with" rumors.
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The efforts of Mr. Owen, member
of the state corporation commission,
to bring about the defeat of his col
league,' Hugh H. Williams, for
by the republican state
Mr.
convention are unbecoming.
e
Owen, In an Interview in an
newspaper, predicts Mr. Williams' defeat If he Is nominated. Be-ins a democrat, It Is strange that Mr.
Owen should worry about the defeat
of a possible republican candidate. Men
who are expected to work together for
tlio benefit
of the state should be
able to forget political differences.
Mr. Owen has a perfect right to hope
for the election of a democrat to suc
ceed Mr. Williams party loyalty
gives It to him hut If his party Is
net strong enough to do the job without demanding that he publicly take
up the cudgel against his fellow commissioner, he must feel that It Is
lacking lu strength.
Albuu-querqu-

woe-fi'M- y

COMES TO

DEATH

Mexico.

POPE PIUS X

TELEPHONES
Main 2
Main 2

Justness Office
News Department
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PI US X

posted a notice as follows:
We are closed on account of a
worldwide bereavement"
A large crowd stood ail through the
afternoon before the doors of the Vat
ican.
.
The Osservatore Romano, in a special mourning edition, says:
"The sweet and angelic Pius X has
closed his eyes, struck with horror
by the terrible spectacle of the war.
The embalming was completed this
afternoon. The expression of the face
is serene and the Hits are slightly
parted In the semblance of a smile
The arms are crossed on the chest,
the hands holding a small crucifix.
Around the bier are four large lighted candles. Two members of the
noble guard in uniform stand at the
foot of the bed, while others are on
duty in the antechamber.

There passed away at Rome this
ln.irning a kind hearted old man. He
ved peace, and the golden rule of
ing onto others as ye would that
ers would do unto you was his
i st loved precept. He believed In
; ; i practiced the doctrine of brother
His last public utterance
ly love.
vas an appeal to the world to pray
ior the ending of the great European
war and the restoration of peace.
That man was Plus X, who rose
frr.m the humble position' of a peasant
to the chair of St. Peter. The humility that characterized him as a lowly
priest remained with him when he
attained to the most exalted position
which his church could give him. By
Us gentle, kindly utterances and evident lore for all mankind he won the
respect of the entire world, Protestant
President Sends Sympathy
as well as Catholic. He seemed Washington, Aug.
20. Secretary
tilled with the true Christian spirit Bryan today sent the following teleand he died with a resignation that gram to the Vatican for President
.ehowed love and confidence In God. Wilson:
"The president desires me to exLoving peace, he left the world Involved In war. Preaching the doctrine press his sense of the great loss
of brotherly love, his last glimpse of which the' Christian world has susearth disclosed to his wearied eyes tained In the death of his holiness
neighborly nations flying at each Pius X. By his pure and gentle and
ether's throats. His last prayer was unaffected piety, and his broad and
for the repose of the souls of those thoughtful sympathy with his fellow
who perish in war.
r.icn, he adorned his exalted station
There have been better diplomats and attracted to himself the affecon the pontifical tionate regard of all who felt his
and statesmen
Influence."
throne than Pius X, but the Roman world-wid- e
Catholic church has made greater ad-- j
The Pope's Life Story
!Var,ce under his rule, perhaps, than
Gulseppe Melchlorre Sarto, known
iiLTing any other similar length of
time. He was solicitous for the soul to the world as Pope Plug X, was
Of every being upon the face of the elected to the pontificate on August
earth and all Christendom has suffer- 4, 1903, and during his occupancy cf
nis exalted office as head of the Roed a distinct loss in his death.
man Catholic church he was confront
ed with some of the mo3t momentous
NEWS CENSORSHIP
problems, religious and governmental,,
The announcement that the allied with which the Holy See has had to
in modern times.
armies of England, France and Bel- deaf
'
Tope' Pius was born on June 2, 183,
gium would permit no news of their
at Riese, in the Venetian provinces,
operations to be given to
a
ir.ni tha nfflnara in command had the tirst child of
Sarto,
officlaf
a
wife
and
his
postman,
together
Margherita.
their
reports,'
made
Guiseppe'g early career was influenced
y ith the statement by Germany that
al- adhere
of
to
the
ry the village priest who took a likwouldpolicy
pbe
lowing no war correspondents to ac- ing fop the boy, taught him to read
company her military forces, caused and write and drummed into the
the newspaper men of the world to youthful head the rudiments of Latin.
give a gasp of dismay. And the gen- At the age of 11 years he entered
eral publlo was slightly peeved, for the seminary at Castelfranco, not far
It had come to look for new thrillers from his birthplace, and lor four
and had expected the European war every day he tramped to perooi. ueu
to replace the threadbare tales of ally harefooted, until he reached the
eeandal and murder, once Interesting outskirts of the village, where he
but made monotonous by frequent re- would slip on his shoes to keep up
reappearances.
petition, with which It had been
From Castelfranco he passed in
table.
breakfast
at
the
itself
galing
1850
to the seminary, at Padua, and in
In
the
Involved
The vious nations
war realize that they are engaged in 1S58, at the age of 25, was ordained
took up his duties at Toma struggle for their very existence, priest and1867
bola
he had his first parish
In
for
is
no
doubt
responsible
and this,
their caution In keeping the move- of importance, that of Salzano, where
ments of their armies as secret as he remained for 11 years. In addition
tfc his ecclesiastical
duties P.ilher
possible. But it must be remembered- to the
Sarto
Lygelyaccursup
denied
contributed,
that the world cannot be
,

-
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port of his mother and sisters, who
found life a hard struggle, especially
in the wlntec.
Hig eloquence led to ms being call
ed at the age of 40 to Treviso as chancellor of the diocese, and shortly
after he was appointed professor of
theology In the semmary. Nine years
of strenuous work followed, crowned,
In 1884, by his assumping the mitre
as bishop of Mantau.
Leo XIII conferred
upon Bishop
Sarto the title of "Roman Count," and
In the consistory of June, 1893, created him cardinal 'giving him the Roman church of San Bernardo
from
which to take his title. He was so
poor that he was unable to pay the
fees connected with the acceptance
of the new dignity, but some of his
admirers came forward and provided
him with the necessary funds.
Creating him cardinal, Leo XIII ap
pointed him also patriarch of Venice
but he did not leave Mantau until a
year later, owing to conflict between
the Italian government and the Holy
See, over the right of the house of
Savoy to be consulted before the appointment of a patriarch, the government having inherited the rights of
the republic of Venice. The dispute
vas cut short by King Humbert also
appointing Cardinal Sarto as patriarch

Plug X, who understood something of
what was going on. Inquired, and Cardinal Gibbons, who was among those
wlso accompanied them, explained that
It was a pilgrimage of his countrymen who desired to pay homage to the
Holy Father. They had asked for an
audience and were watttng for the
appointed day. The pontiff immediately said there was no necessity to
wait and that he would receive the
Americana at once in the adjoining
Museum Lapldarlum,
Thus Plus X
received the first pilgrimage of his
pontificate, held In his hands and
blessed the two American flags which
are still preserved, one in Rome and
one In New York.
Plus X did not intend to change the
substance of the policy which his two
predecessors had followed towards
Italy. His protests against the loss
of the temporal power, however, lost
the vehemence and bitterness which
formerly characterized them.
The strongest of his protests on
this subject was Issued when President Loubet, disregarding the prohibition to all Catholic rulers and heads
of states to visit the king of United
Italy 'in his capital, was the first, with
the exception of Prince Ferdinand of
Belgium, since 1870. to go asi guest
to the quirinal.
This, however, was not only caused
of Venice.
by the feeling towards Italy but much
The patriarch's relations with the more
by the state of religious war
house of Savoy were always most cor- with France, which was the most redial. Every time that their majesties markable event In the last
pontificate,
or the princes visited Venice he paid and of which many have attributed
them a visit and presented his hom- the responsibility to Pius X, while the
age. He was one of Queen Marghe-rita'- s Rostllities had already begun under
confessors, and only a few Leo XIH.
months before the death of Leo XIII
France found imitators In Spain,
he was next the Count of Turin in which
passed in parliament bills
public, when he (the patriarch) bless- against the religious congregations
ed the foundation stone of the new and the
clergy, leading to the recall
Campanile in Piazza San Marco. He of the Spanish ambassador accredited
was the candidate of Leo XIII as his to the
Holy See; and in Portugal,
successor, but he so little realized the where the republic proclaimed on Ocfuture that when he left Venice in tober 5, 1910, brought about a comJuly, 1903, for the conclave in Rome, plete separation between church and
he bought a return ticket
state, the expulsion of the religious
In the conclave the struggle was for congregations and the confiscation of
and against Cardinal Rampolla, Leo their properties.
XIII's secretary of state, whose
While such serious crises were takchances were lost when Cardinal Puz- - ing place between the Vatican and
yna pronounced the veto of Austria some of the Latin countries, which had
against him, which veto was supposed been known in history as the most
to represent the triple alliance. Then, faithful to the
Holy See, the relations
needing a "compromise" pope, all eyes with Italy, while maintaining in the
turned to Cardinal Sarto, who at first outside form the usual character of
of the Roman Province and Sovereign
hostility, were In substance much
cept the high position, being elected more cordial.
almost unanimously on August 4, asIt would take long to enumerate all
suming the title of:
the reforms of a religious character
Pope Piux X, Bishop of Rome and initiated by Pius X, such as that of
Vicar of Jesus Christ, Successor of restoring the Gregorian chants, of
St Peter, Prince of the Apostles; Su preaching every Sunday from a text
preme Pontiff of the Universal Church, from the Bible, himself giving the
Patriarch of the West, Primate of good example by having as long as
Italy; Archbishop and Metropolitan his strength allowed him, the faithful
of the Rman Proivnce and Sovereign of the different parishes of Rome In
of the Temporal Dominions of the the court yard of San Damaso to hear
him explain the gospel story, and car.
Holy Roman Churcb.
The pontificate of Pope Pius Xwas rying out one after the other as pope
characterized by that spirit of mod the same ideas and principles which
esty which never abandoned him and he had professed and advocated as
by that strong religious feeling which bishop and patriarch. One of his unmade him choose as motto, "To re dertakings will leave an. important
store everything In Christ" The day mark In the history of the papacy
after his coronation he was asked to the codification of ecclesiastio law.
give orders for his private apartment He entrusted the work to an illusin the Vatican, and while he urged trious
scholar In canon law, Mgr.
the then young Monsignore Merry del Pietro Gasparrl, on whom he conferrVal, his prosecretary of state, to oc ed the Red Hat in December, 1907.
cupy the gorgeous Borgia apartment, Another epoch making task was that
he himself chose four small rooms In of the revision of the Vulgate, which
the
suite above the state he confided to Father Francis Aldan
of the Engapartment of the pontiff, which under Gasquet,
Leo XIII had been occupied by his lish Benedictine congregation, so well
known as a learned historian.
private secretary, Mgr. Angell.
Pius X desired to give himself up
Plus X was determined "to restore
entirely to his work. In so doing he the most iron discipline among the
did not spare any fatigue, and giving clergy, and this led to an unrelenting
audiences, admitting people to large campaign against that section of ecreceptions, celebrating masses, preach- clesiastics who professed unorthodox
ing, giving communton, reached such opinions and were called modernists.
a point of exhaustion that while in The encyclical promulgated on Septhe exercise of his priestly function tember 8, 1907, condemned the mod
in the Pauline chapel, crowded; .with ernlsts andt their doctrines.
people, he fainted, and thus started
Following this several leaders of
that report which pursued him ever the modernist movement were excom
after that he was liable to fainting municated In Italy, England and Ger
fits, which was quite untrue, as that many. The pope displayed even greatwas the. only occasion on which he er energy when on November 18,
suffered in that way, and it was en 1907, when he reaffirmed the neces
tirely due to the heat and the vitiated sity of combating by every possible
means the spirit of rebellion, and orair of the chapel.
That, was the first opportunity for dered the bishops to watch and It
the officials of the Vatican to. step necessary to dismiss the professor in-- ;
in, and on the pretext of protecting fected with the .condemned doctrines
the pope's health, attempted gradually and to prevent from ; taking orders
to Isolate him from the world. How- those students who were suspected
ever, they, were not always success- of sympathizing with the movement
ful. One of the yearly American pil
New rebllions broke out, and Plus
grimages had left the Unite'd States X went further in the struggle, with
at the beginning of July, 1903. On a new encyclical, in May, 1909, and
their way to Europe Leo XIII, who more so by imposing the
should have received them, died, so
oath on all ecclesiastics.
that they were in Rome during the The pontiff roused a storm of oppoconclave, and the day on which Plus sition, to himself entirely unexpected,
X was elected and descended Into St by his encyclical against the ProtesPeter's to give his first benediction tants In general and those of the Gerthey were In the Basilica, with two man reformation In particular, on the
American flags waving agove the im occasion of the centennial of St.
mense crowd assembled there and Charles Borromeo.
Another very Important reform due
joining their ringing hurrahs to the
to
Plus X Is that of the Roman Curia,
which
the
venerable
cheering
greeted
figure. Some days, after the same which was still ruled by the Bull of
American pilgrimage was in the Vat Slxtus V of January, 1588. With this
ican gardens when suddenly, the he reformed the offices, the ecclesiaswork of the officials having already tical courts and the Roman congrega-ticr.withdrawing America, Canada,
begun, they were ordered away as the
I
pope was seen approaching. With Newfoundland, Great Britain, Holland
true American determination they ob- and Luxembourg from the Jurisdiction
jected that they did not waot to leave. of propoganda fide, removing them
abbot-preside-

s,

therefore from among the missionary
countries and putting them,, together
with the rest of the Catholic world,
under the conslBtorlal congregation.
To Americans Pius X was especialHis great friendship
ly interesting.
for this country, his frequent audiences to Americans, both Catholic
and hig Interest in
and
American affairs kept him in closer
touch with this side of the Atlantic
than perhaps any pontiff that has preceded him. He was an ordent admirer of Theodore Roosevelt and had
the
writings translated
for reading, yet as wrlll be recalled,
events accruing at the time of Mr.
Roosevelt's visit to Rome led to the
cancellation of his visit to the Vatican. Former Vice President Charles
W. Fairbanks had a somewhat similar experience, and the Incident created widespread Interest in this country and in Europe at the time.
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by a guard of four cyclist policemen.
The party was met by a number of

TAUPERTS

DISTURBANCE
DITIONS

OF ECONOMIC
HAS

CON-

DEPRESSING

EFFECT
Paris, Aug. 20. A warning issued
by the French government today says
that while one great struggle is In
progress on the frontiers, another
fight must be fought in the InteriSr of
the country against the misery whlch
follows the disorder In Its economical
life.

i

ijj

American dfficers attached to the embassy here.
Major Hedekin said English and
French cruisers were met in the chan- Professor Sherman Brown Neff of
nel doing patrol duty, but the passage Yale and Harvard, has accepted the
from England had been uneventful.
position of professor of English at
the State college. The resignation of
No Money for Tickets
John A, Anderson, secretary to Dr.
London, Aug. 20. Henry S. Breck George E. Ladd, president of the col
inridge, the American assistant secre- lege is also announced. Mr and Mrs.
tary of war, is awaiting instructions Anderson have located at Long Beach,
at Falmouth on board the cruiser Calif.
Tennessee. This is the vessel which
relief for
!has on board! financial
'
Americans In Europe.
UNITED STATES MAY
Mr. Breckinridge believes that all
the money he brought over on the
HELP SfllVF PROBLEM
Tennessee Is for charitable purposes.
Consequently Americans over here
whose friends deposited money
for
them with the treasury department at MAY TRANSFER LAND FROM GERMANY TO CHINESE GOVWashington are not able to get' their
ERNMENT
money here. Nothing can he done in
this direction pending the receipt ol
further Instructions from Washington.
Peking, Aug. 20. China today inIn
who
Americans
London,
Many
quired of the United States what its
were advised that money would reach
attitude would be toward the cession
them on the Tennessee, are keenly
o United States of the
disappointed; a number of them need by Germany
Chow for immediate
Kiao
of
tickit for the purchase of steamship
territory
ets. The embassy is making every cession thereafter to China. The ineffort to obtain authority from Wash- quiry of the Chinese government was
ington to make delivery here of money made to the American charge d'afdeposited in Washington.
faires, and it was understood to be
based on intimation from Germany
that such a course might solve the
BATTLE
HAS
problem.
PAfilS

AGAINST MISERY

J.T.;1

America Will Not Hasten
Washington, Aug. 2a Officials here
were silent today with reference, to
the Inquiry of the Chinese government as to whether the United States
would undertake the ransfer Qf Glao
Chow fromi Germany to China. It was'
predicted in official circles, however,
that the United States would not assent to the proposal unless It had
previously been assured hat such a
course would be accepted by the Japanese and Great Britain. It was believed here that China's inquiry was
made to sound the United States government on behalf of Germany.
The Chinese government is not
sure that such a program would meet
with the approval of Japan or Great
Britain and the opinion is freely expressed that It will not.

Those who have savings .find difficulty in getting hold of them, as they
could draw only five per cent during
tho two weeks of the war, and be-- ,
ginning today they may draw but ten
per cent. The la,bor leaders are coMORGAN IS INTERESTED
operating with the utmost energy with
the government commission, to reWashington, Aug. 20. J. P. Morgan
conferred here late today with Secreopen opportunities tor work.
tary McAdoo and the federal reserve
;'- - NEW PROFESSOR COMES
board. He did not tell Inquirers what
Santa Fe, Aug. 20. The department he came to discuss and members of
of education has been notified that the board professed not to know. '

MARKETS

1

CITY LIVE

KANSAS

STOCK

Kansas City, August 20: Hogs, re
ceipts 4,600. Market steady..
Cattle, receipts 3,000. Market steady.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market steady.'
CHICAGO

BOARD OF TRADE

20. Profit-takinAug.
Chicago,
to
cent down
a
sent
wheat
sales
was
this
but
at the opening,
quickly
regained on strength at Liverpool and
reported export business. The ad
vance carried prices up IV from the'
opening, but one cent of this was lost
oa a few sales. Realizing sales re
versed the market and the close was
2 cents under yesterday.
Rains over a good part of the corn
to 1 cent
bell sent that market
under the previous close, where it
steadied. Declined jvith wheat and
lower.
closed
cent in symOats dropped V2 to
pathy with other grain, but regained
most of the loss on local buying.
Profit taking, inspired by the decline in cereals, sent lard and ribs
cents, except
off from 2Vz to 12
January lard, which opened 5 cents
up. There were no early quotations
on pork. The closing quotations
were:
May
Wheat, Sept. 94; 'Dec.

98;

104.

Corn, Sept. 78; Dec 69V4.
Oats, Sept. 43Vi; Dec. 45.
Pork, Sept. $22,50; Jan. $21.25.
Oct $10.10;
Lard. Sept. $9.97;
Jan. $10.35.
'
Ribs, Sept. $12.75; Oct. $12.25.
the
Cathartic
Summer Months Foley
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Constipation
beat
all how quickly Foley
does
It
Cathartio Tablets liven your liver and
overcome, constipation. Ney Oldham,
VVimberiey, Texas, says. "Foley Cathartic Tablets are the best laxative
I ever used. They take the place of
calomel." Wholesome, stirring anl
cleansing. No griping. A. comfort to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
,
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Keep your Liver Active During

.

EBHJ3

and Neat
Tasty
a selected number
XE

of
carry
f
Corsets
Warner's
y
made up in standard patterns of
handsome brocades and figured
Ms
batistes.
Rust-Proo-

'

-

'

These styles are so unusual from the ordinary coutille and botiste
garments that you should make it a point to see them before buying
your new corset.
,

and give the
They fit and feel Just as well as they look
same perfect comfort and satisfaction enjoyed by every
wearer of WARNER'S CORSETS.

The beautiful model 621 shown here is of batiste attractively
finished
with silk flossing and trimmed with lace and ribbons
Low bust and long encasing skirt, freedom Is assured.
,
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Jim Abercromble left this morning
for his home at Antonchico after
spending two days in the city on
business.
W. C. Kein of Albuquerque! came
la this afternoon and will be in the
city for a few days on business.
W. R. Austin of Wichita, Kansas,
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
and will be a visitor for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten came
in this afternoon from Baton.
Herbert W. Clark returned this afternoon from a trip through the north-er- a
part of the state.
C. Cj. Chapman and wife, former
residents of Las Vegas, came In this
afternoon and will remain in this city
for seevral days visiting; friends.
C. li. Harris left last night for Los
Angeles, after having spent several
weeks visiting relatives in this city.
C. J. Daw and C. W. Dlx came in
yesterday evening from Trinidad in
Mr. Daw's car.
Duncan Graham is among the visitors in Las Vegas from Denver,
Mrs. Charles Robinson and family
ltf today for Hutchinson, Kan., where
they will reside.
T. W. Hayward left last night for
Hurley where he" will visit his1 daughter, Mrs." Fred Anton.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Leseny, formerly
of this city but now of Kansas City,
are visiting friends in Las Vegas.
P. M. Hughes of Solano is a visitor,
... , ,.., :,r
in the city today.
F. W. Cacklna is a visitor in Las
Vegas from Denver.
J. C. Duncan of St Joseph, left this
afternoon for Wagon Mound after having spent several days in this city
'
on business.
A. G. Garrutz of Chicago came in
yesterday evening and will be ' in this
city several days on business.
D. R. Talbert Is a visitor from Chicago in Las Vegas.

DISCOUNT
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Will quickly rejoin my regiment.'"
A dispatch to the Exchange Telegraph company from Cracow, dated
today, says that Austrian troops have
'
occupied the town of Miechow, Rus-

Parisian Dry Cleaners

J. Rund is a visitor in the city from

THURSDAY,

From Regular Prices fur Cash,
ALL miS WEEK
QsUyour Fall clothes out now and have them
IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
cleaned.
z

PHONE MAIN 35.

1914.

N

From week to week this space w If f.clo some interesting Information
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth.

sian Poland, after a stiff fight with
Cossacks. The Austrians jtyrprised
a detachment of 1,000 Cossacksfl while
they slept and succeeded in killing or
400 of them.
The Auswounding
trian casualties are given as 140.
Germane Lose Tirelement
The correspondent at Ghent of the
has
Exchange Telegraph company
sent in a dispatch saying that troops
of the allies have, inflicted a defeat
on the Germans, who retired last alght
from Tirelement with heavy losses.,

Total Resource January i,

Total Resources July i,

Total Resources January

1913

1913

1,

Total ResourcesJuly 1,

-

-

$188,390.76

$252, 270.47

ioi4 - $320,653.83
1914 - $406,587.28

R. H. E.
At St, Joseph
French Take Muelhausen
3
4 7
Wichita
Paris, Aug. 20. The reoccupation
7 9 1 of
St. Joseph
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Muelhausen, Alsace, by French
Batteries:
Clemons,
Slagle and troops is announced officially here toCOMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER 14,1912.
The recapture of Muelhausen
Graham; Lafferty and Griffith.
day.
was preceded by a severe battle durAmerican League
ing which the French troops took one
R. H.E.
At Boston
of. the suburbs at the point of the
1 6 0
A bayonet
Chicago
to sea by the tug boat Retriever, huge eyelets big guns lurk.
:
the forts.
3 8 0
Boston
4
The official note says the situation whose captain, G. W. Berry, was to
of these
number
actual
While
the
to
If
he
attempts,
however,
verify
LeonBatteries: Benz and Schalk;
in the Vosges mount;: ius Is unchanged. have received J5.000 for his services.
his fancy by following the footpath forts and even their position Is
ard and Carrigan.
In upper Alsace the French have oc- after the coal had been delivered safe
tfiat leads through the bushes and known to only a few heads, it Is estiH.
E.
R.
Second Game
cupied G.iebwiller, 14 miles southwest ly on board. But about this time the
grass up to the sunken wall of mar mated that there are no less than a
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Chicago - .
cf Col mar.
launch
newspaper
Active,
carrying
sonry and earth thrown up loosely, total of two hundred. They are plan1
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Boston
in Lorraine, it is stated, the French men and a representative of the concarelessly, he will find himself sud ned to work together like the crew
Batteries: Scott, Walsh and Schalk;
lines extend from the north of Saar- sulate, got Into difficulties with the
denly facing a French soldier, who of a boat. Each big one has a particWood and Cady.
urg passing by Morhange to Delme. naval authorities because she carried cries: "Halte la!
ular bit of territory to guard, and
The situation in the Duchy of Luxem newspapers and information out to
about
this big one has been arranged
Then' the visitor Is very sure that
R.H.E. THEY SAY CHAVEZ REALLY LOST burg and in Belgium is unchanged.
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the Liepzlg and the Retriever gave he has stumbled
a
of cross fire through which.
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a
upon fort,
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.
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EVENING
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guarded by a squad of artillerymen, break).
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in
which
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time
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by
Williams, Oldham and Stanage;
embassy here today received from its
ed for. Should one fort be silenced
Fuller investigation has been placed a half
regiment ready to hurl miles
Bressler, Bush and Schang.
According to the Denver papers the foreign office a summary of the naval in the hands of W. H. Tidewell, a
by guns of the enemy, there is anthe
death
air
hideous,
through
dealing
decision of the referee Tuesday night and military situation to date. Colonel
special agent of the treasury departwith the precision of a other French fort that can In turn
iAt New York
R,H. E. In the battle between Benny Chavez Barelay, the charge, sent a copy to ment. A search of the Cosmos liner projectiles
play on its own fallen fort and preshooter.
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Keating and Sweeney.
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In the second great chain of forts'
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an enemy.
in France on Auguot 18. This was ef
R. H. E. a draw.
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by
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The Impossible Boy
By Nina Wilcox Putnam
Illustrations by C. D. Rhodes,
Copy wright by Bobbs'Mcrrilt Co.
while, was a veritable windmill, and
one of the stevedores had ranged him
elf beside the Frenchman, feellng.no
doubt, that It was desirable to fight
with, rather than against, this powerful person.
"Open the window!" yelled Hill
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silly quarrel about nothing."
"Aha!" said Pedro, "so I felt sure.
But she ah I she thought you would
not come to her aid. I knew differently, and so I told her. Then she wrote
this little paper (he epread it out upon
his knee) and I set out to find you and
give it to you."
Hill took the fluttering bit of white,
and read, with glad Incredulous eyes:
I hereby promise to marry you on the
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could p.ot undertake to help her," time, tnanks,"and good night,
the
He
tapped
bless
for
this!"
you
he said, "because I soon discovered
pocket w herein lay the promisthat some one dear to me would be in breastnote
signed by Iris.
volved, and would in turn involve me; sory
I
then sug
but, more of that later.
CHAPTER XV.
gested that you be called upon, but she
was unwilling you have bad a little
Snow and Dogs and Things.
quarrel, eh?"
Aa
Pedro emerged into the street,
The speaker watched Hill's eager
which apface closely, to note the effect of this that snowy white carpet
soft and mufrema:k. The result was confirmatory pears so magically lay
fling over the pavements, deadening
to bis own deductions.
the sound of such little stir of life as
"Yes," said the elder man, "it was
most silent

ceaselessly. Pedro bent all his strength
to another effort, and at the same mo
Is not bement there came to his ears the rap- day you can .telltomo my father
danger, or has been
ing subjected
ping of the lone policeman's club upon rescued from that. If any, which now Imthe pavement, a signal that was not perils him. And 1 furthermore agree to
Mlsa Trl
York.
rmrTru TIt-- wholly without effect upon the entire overcome any debatable objections you
rVand'orpool ouarrela with l.er artist lovhave to the marriage.
Sam Hilt, ana tniy pi"u - "- -' -- - crowd. Again the heavy iron bar of may
1KIS VANDERPOOL.
In her miner a u
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an
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the
shutter
Crhli-aha rwognlws aa that of Pedro.
me!" said Hill tensely. "She
"For
socket.
into
its
Srbo reacued her from the
again it slipped back
him upon the sent It to me!"
the despondent Then some one struck
There was an instant's pause, and
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shoulder and turning to defend him
Pedro anJ ir. """
Bover,
They dines J0"1"-(Hil- l self, he looked up into the fat dripping then Pedro lied manfully.
rWashinston aquare. 111
Pedro
"Yes I" said he.
discovers talent
face of Mr. Loveloy.
fend In a mad oesire 10 iu im...- -.
Hill let out such a whoop at this
ex- In
Pedro
to
It
In
Btiuiio and all
"God bless met" puffed that worthy,
Beau-Jeaand Mr. Jones woke up
that
johanga for Mr. Jones.
you
was
a
near
Thought
thing!
"that
to shift their positions.
enough
long
"
I
to
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I
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occupies
managed
was the enemy
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"Tell her that I shall claim' the rethe sculptor,
L.n
..! rolla on
In gasp:
with a letter from Hill. Leigh, calling
ward
within the week!" Hill ex
"The shutter-bar- !
Help me!"
return. In the alley bumps Into two men,
claimed exultlngly; "so she had better
Kme of whom la Reginald Vanderpool,
the
an
of
heavy
eye
In the twinkling
to pay up! When will you see
jlrls' father. In disguise.
iron lath had been extracted and was prepare
her?"
companCHAPTER VI Vandcrpool's
being brandished over the
"Tomorrow night there will be a
ion goes Into the tement of Hill's tud'o
head, a deadly weapon that
and talks with Klcardo, or Rowe, the
at the Mllligans," replied
masquerade
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a
the
of
about
window,
baaemont tenant,
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swept a Bpace clear
m.
vanaerpooi, which now burst open to emit the dis- Pedro. "She Is to be there."
government.
foreign
is
secret
hold,
a
frrer whom Rowe has
"Then tell her" Hill began.
and her child, heveled furious figure of Bamuel Hill,
implicated. SenoraInDauasa
But Pedro stopped him, for every
an uprising. Bow
Uupposedly dead
an
with
was
armed
who
improvised
knows to be allvs.
was bringing them nearer to
moment
a
table
cudgel, evidently the leg of
entrance
he had not yet finished.
and
the
Pedro
city,
VII
gains
CHAPTER
of his
(to an urtlBt's meeting at Mllllgan'a,andmeets taken from, the furnishings
"I will." said he. "But listen now
friends
Iris again, makes many
prison.
own part of the story. You peounconsciously a subject for
"United we stand!" he shouted, to my
copy.
know
nothing about me. Well, I
ple
springing into the fight with relish. am but no, I shall not say that until
T
a
la
driv
Dausas
nTrn vrir RnnrA
Then came a cry that was echoed'on
I have to. But this I must tell you.
en by Rleardo uptown tomra resort where all sides.
the conspirators meei
some strange circumstance, the
trainer
bear
"The reserves, the reserves, the po- By
lovalty. Bam Hill,
of which I have not yet
laees Rowo unexpectedly altacaea 07 viu
character
lice!" and the crowd began to scatter.
Nlta, and rescues ner.
had 6olved, my mother is in New York in
as
as
AlmoBt
they
magically
with Rowe, whose real name
CHAPTER IX -- Pedro takes - mncneon
Vander-it)oo- l,
been surrounded, they were left alone, company
Iris In her home, meetlnaof
13 Rlcardo Valdez, an
s
presPedro
who la disturbed by
but now, to be so left was fraught with
ence. IrU. remembers the miniature and
the Venezuela government. He is as
beset
as
had
as
almost
many
dangers
She tells Pedro her suspicion
and them a moment sooner; for that the much a villain as my dear mother, my
'that her father Isto being blackmailed
is an angel! Until
discover Vanderpool s
(enlists his help
police should not lay hands upon them lovely
jaecret tron' le.
a few days ago I imagined her safe In
rla
poses for Pe dro. wsb the paramount thought in the
iTedro sees Rowe with Vanderpool and minds of all. Hill was the first to act her own home, and now I discover her
AAnin
rtnwe'a hasement win
ti.rAiii.1,
man! Some rea"This way!" he called, darting off here, and with that
dow Is astonished at sight of a woman
to her must have
son
seems
that
Uke
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good
for
feature,
'whose face, featura
street,
toward an
(his own.
fences. brought her, but what It is, I cannot
flanked only by
even guess. But this I know what' CHAPTER
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hears from the
By great good luck the rescue party
Hienr dancers that Pedro Is a Venezuelan
ever of evil Valdez ie engaged in, she
less
in
and
iHIH and Mr. Jones wander about, and managed to escape pursuit,
I
hour they were seated is innocent, and to you must confide
an
half
loading a 1ssteamer
than
itimli upon Rowe,
seized
and beg that you allow
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iwtth contraband of war. Hill
interests,
a
for.
but
except
asphalt king, ap- (somewhat weary,
bui a spy. Vanderpool.
no harm to. touch her."
few bruises none the worse for their
pears as "Stnor Chief."
But why don't you look after her
the light and warmth
in
experience)
'
fot of Lovejoy's wagon, while . they dis yourself?" gasped Hill in amazement.
airaln po
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rtnrtruit Perirn tells her he cannot cussed
Pedro, his eyes
their adventure over hot coffee full"I ofcannot!" cried
whom he knows to be
"You
liftp her father,
see, I ran away
distress.
Iris.
with shady characters.
the Inevitable doughnuts. Outside,
an airreo-- i and
ifatuated with Pedro,
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snowstorm
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a
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nt to marry whoever gets her father
would have forced me to oh! I canut of trouble.
filling the air with white petals.
not explalnl But if she once saw me,
of
name
the
the
gra"And
in
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CHAPTER XTH Mr. Jones returns
locked up?" she might betray me to that Valdez
silorie to the benr dancers and Pedro Is cious Madonna, were you
tnlrt Nlta. returning from a hunt r.foro inquired Pedro. "I cannot understand gang for my own good, as ehe thinks
by Pedro that fllcai S It."
and then I would have to go off to a
Rloardn. Is told
I InllFga.
who Is Pedro
Mr.
far
with
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country, and take up a job I loathe
are
some
together.
mvsterlous
"There
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mother,
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Jones' aid, finds Hill.
that would kill me, that would stop
business afoot among that crowd," said
miAPTfR XIV Pedro and his com
Hill thoughtfully. "They have got that my being a painter! And even for my
Pedro gives Hill
resrue Hill.
panions
mother, I could not submit to that!"
Iris' "asrreenient" and asks In return that boat chock full of ammunition and
"But how the devil can she make
IT)il protect Senora Daussa from Rlcardo arms, and all under cover or being
iiuiu&ici.
will?" demanded
akiez,
plrfnos, and such stuff. It's against the you go against your
law, you know. They sail the day aft Sam. "And why did you leave her in
J
By now Pedro was fast losing er tomorrow, at dawn, and as I had
the first place? It's all very mysteri
strength. It seemed to him that at any
stumbled upon their tricke, ous!"
rJnstant he must succumb, and sink to
"Yes, I know it sounds strange," re
they decided to keep me safe until
jthe ground. Only a horror of being they got away. I've no doubt they plied Pedro, "but I can only explain a
jtrampled on sustained him, and his would have let me go after that, with little. You might take her side. In
jliead was growing light. Then hla
out any fuss, but it was beastly un- deed, almost every one does, except
who was bent upon his inOld Nlta. They seem to think that to
pleasant being locked up that way."
jury or capture, Infuriated at being
You must give the information to be rich and powerful . . . Oh, they
tbcld off so long by this mere slip of
do not understand. They have given
the authorities," said Pedro.
Sam seemed to be In some doubt me too much freedom for their purabout this, but at last he decided that pose, and now they cannot tie me
an explanation was due to these good down. . . . As for having left her,
friends who had risked so much for It was really she who left me. I had
a little escapade very harmless mishim.
chief it really was but afterward Valsome"You see," he began, "there is
me that my mother would not
body that is to say, somebody's near dez told
receive me any longer. I gave him a
relation mixed up in this, and I
to
I
well, damn it all! I can't very well letter to her in which begged her
relent, but she never answered it, nor
give him away!"
Were it not for my love
Instantly a thousand, conjectures my others. would
be a relief to have
of her, it
to
mind.
Pedro's
sprang
severed
with my past,
connection
my
Iris"
said
father?" he
"Is it is it
because of the different life I would
hesitatingly.
Hill stared at him in amazement, a lead should I go back, and now that I
to hid have begun te paint to lead my own
doughnut arrested half-walife. . . . But, please, I beg of you,
mouth.
"Great Scottl How did you know?" as I have served you, promise to protect her, and ask me no more. Some
he exclaimed.
"Because well, I'll tell you later. day I may be able to tell you everyBut the reason Is that which made nn thing, but not now."
"Very well," assented Hill reluctantcome and look for you," he answered.
ly. "But I may call upon you to get
"You'll excuse us," he added to Love-Jo"but it's private affair, about a her out of a difficulty If It should prove
absolutely necessary to do so?"
lady."
"Yes," returned Pedro. "But remem"I will Indeed," responded the fat
ber that for me to take any active
man, "ah! ladies, ladies!"
"We niuet talk this over at once!" part in the matter would have terribly
exclaimed Hill, glancing at the clock, serious results for me. Now tell me
which showed that the hour was al- about Mr. Vanderpool."
"I don't know much to tell," replied
most 1 a. m. "Come, let us go!"
"Open the Window."
The three arose, and with many ex- Hill. "He recognized me, allowed himto be persuaded that I should be
a boy, 'managed to get a leg hold upon pressions of gratitude to their host, self
locked up till this damned boat had
took
soon
were
and
their
departure,
Pedro. It was too much, and the boy's
settled upon the dingy benches of the reached its port, whatever it was, and
courage gave way.
that I was not to be hurt.
ferry, They were almost gave orders
"Au soucceur!" he screamed. "A
went off before I could get a
he
Then
on
the
and
Beau-JeaI
board,
passengers
only
Au soucceur!"
mol,
word in edgewise, and I haven't seen
Then somehow, he never quite knew lulled by the warmth of the cabin, him since."
Beau-Jeafell asleep, utsiug Mr. Jones
la what manner, the giant was beside for
The ferryboat had reached its slip,
a pillow, and the bear, also glad of
him, and the black menacing shape of
and
they aroused their sleeping comwas
followed
the
rest
suit
Here, then,
the other man hurled through space
panions.
an
excellent
and
opportunity for talk,
and landed among hiB fellows, scatter"Will you go to the studio?" Pedro
other two immediately proceeded
ing the fighters for an instant Then the
asked when they had lauded.
to
of
take
advantage
it
arose
voice
Hill's
again, and this time,
Hill considered tor a moment.
Pedro spoke first, and related the
Pedro, leaning breathless and panting
"No," he said, "I shall go back to
of
his
acquaintance with Iris and
against the house,x heard and under- story
and the
her request for his help in the matter Jones street with Beau-Jeastood.
I'm going to get at the bottom
bear.
of
secret
her
father's
trouble.
From
"Open the window," Hill was yell
of this business before tomorrow that
Ing, "It's fastened from the outside. this narrative he omitted nothing ex- is,
today Is over. I have not yet deher
infatuation
for himself, and
cept
Open the window!".
or a plan of action, but in all
cided
With aching arms, Pedro strove to at the end, came to the little paper on
I shall be better able to
probability,
which
she
had
written
her
Iron
promise.
bar that held
obey, but the heavy
stratum of the tenefrom
the
work
At
ficthis
Pedro
mix
to
point
rthe galvanised shutters dosed, re
began
In the mean
aa
ments
than
myself.
factand
tion
Beau-Jeadro.
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LOBBY

BOB

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REQULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT3 HAND UTS

BIST

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night In
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are coravch month. Visiting dially welcome. J. c. Wertz, president;
bitttnera cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bail.
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. MH H. 8. Van Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

-

was still abroad at this
hour.
A distant chime struck the quarter, ,
Ad proclaimed that two o'clock 01 a
new morning was at hand. The wind
was biting and Pedro, plowing along RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- ankle-deeIn the shifting mass, shivPetten. Secretary,
TI8EMENTS
ered beneath the insufficient covering
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS. COUNi
afforded bv lha nlri preen CO&t.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
cants
each
line
Insertion,
Five
nnrt
ohnnldfirs
,o
with
pr
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
curth Thursday In O. R, C. halL
hunched, Pedro had gone past his cor-- i Estlmats six ordinary word to a Una,
conclave second Tues-de- y Pioneer building.
ner by mistake, and suddenly realizing No ad to occupy Its space than two
Visiting members
In each mcnth at Ma are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
All advertisement
this, he glanced up to find himself con lines
charged
fronting a building that had often at- will bo booked at space actually set sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K .: Frank Angel. F. S.
tracted his passing attention. It was without
regard to number of words-Cas- Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
before the old First Presbyterian
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- In
advlnco preferred.
trees, and
church, with its snow-ladeLCCAL TIME CARD
garden, that he paused
convo
MASONS
ARCH
AL
Regular
and turned his back to the lashing
cation first Monday In each
gale. Just as he began to retrace his
East Bound
month at Masonio Temple
steps, allowing the wind to push him,
he heard a low moan, as of some one
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
Arrive
Dan
in pain.
fe. P.; P. O. Blood, Secre- - No, I.... 7:20 p. m.... 7: 46 .
the
come
from
to
The sound seemed
No. 4
11:64 p m. ...11:61 p. n
tary.
front portico of the church. Going up
No.
1:31
::25 a. m
8.
to the Iron gate, he found it open, and
m
No.
1:04
1:25
p
It.
O.
was
LAS
F.
one
O.
VEGAS
LODGE
no
NO.
peered inside. Apparently
Watt Bound
4. Meet every Monday evening at
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN B
there, and he was about to leave, when
Arrive
Desan
within the dark central doorway some
their hall on Sixth stieet All visiting
1:10 p. m.
1:38
U
thing moved, and a gleam of white
brethren cordially Invite, to attend, No. 1
flashed out of the gloom.
8:44 e.
m.,
J. Frledenstine, N. Q.; A. T. Rogers No. Bete 1:35
In an instant Pedro had bounded
m.
4:31 I- - .
4:20
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
ALL KINDS sewing, 616 Main.
across the snow-fillespace between
m.
7:44 B. a
No. 9
4:35
C.
V.
Werts,
Treasurer;
Hedgcock,
on
was
and
and
door,
kneeling
gate
Trustee.
household
FOR
Modern
SALE
fur
Cemetery
the flagging of the vestibule, groping
niture at a bargain for cash. Call
about. Then something warm and
moist touched his hand, and he discov
Main 496 after 4:30 p. m.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
ered the sufferer to be a large black
fourth Tuesday evening of each
9
dog with a white star on his face, who
Elks" home on Nlntli street
month
lay as though one of his hind legs had
avenue.
and
brothers
Douglas
Visiting
been crushed perhaps by some passare cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springing automobile, earlier in the previous FOR RENT Two nice connecting
This
er, Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
day. His coat was coarse and short,
rooms for light housekeeping, in
and his tail, in direct contradiction,
Secretary.
private home. Rent reasonable. 1103
long and bushy, with white fringes.
Lincoln avenue.
s
his eyes rolled at
Like
KNIGHTi AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITY- ,
-- if
Pedro, and without hesitation the long
use
COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
muzzle was laid into his hand. At the FOR RENT Five room furnished
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
W.
touch Pedro's heart leaped.
house with bath, Apply 323 Tenth
EMPRESS
J
first and third Mondays of each
"Good dog!" he said huskily. "What
street.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
shall we do about it, old fellow, eh?"
FLOUR
The dog whined a little, and snug
Ladles always welcome O. L. FreeFOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
gled closer. Pedro put an arm about
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
light housekeeping, modern except
him.
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It i giving you
heat. No sick. T. J. Carville, 813 Financier;908
"Come on, boy!" he said
' y
Z. W.
Jackson
avenue;
Deputy,
The dog made a pitiful effort to rise
Lincoln avenue.
a present lor doMontague Assistant Deputy, 1011
and follow him, but failing, sank back
M.
N.
Las
Sixth tftreet, East
ing something
Vegas,
upon the steps with a whimper. Pedro PIANO for rent 17 Eighth street
1
looked about him despairingly, but no
you VI do any
L. O. O. MOOSE
1
Meets second and
help was in sight. With a sigh he
1
way when you
stooped and lifted him into his arms, a
fourth
evening each
Thursday
for
no
means
learn how Much
easy accomplishment,
by
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitlns
the dog was at least half his own size, FOR SALE Modern nine room house,
Howard
Invited.
brothers
BetferEMPRESS
cordially
and heavy at that.
good condition, line location; bar
Davie, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
It was a heavy task he had underFLOUR rtalb
gain. Inquire X, Optic.
taken, and several times he was
Made by GERobliged to pause and seat himself In
some doorway for a moment or two, FOB, SALE Cheap, for cash, house MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
MAN PROCESS
hold furniture, for a few days only.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
to
and before he had arrived half-waon
Mrs.
725
the
O.'
O.
Rufus
R.
Love
to
Fourth
at
hall,
Meade,
his destination it began to seem
St
ONE COUPON FROM
him that he could get no farther. Then,
second asd fourth
Tuesdays of
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
as he arose for a final effort, he FOR SALE OR LONG LEASE My each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
STAMPS
FIVE
raised his eyes to the building before
seven room, steam heated modern Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
BRINGS YOU THE.
which he had last rested, and recogTlsitlni
residence, 1022 Fourth street; fur Montague, Local Deputy.
SPOON
IT 'S
nized it as Leigh's dwelling place.
nished or unfurnished; also piano members are especially weleooe and
GENUINE
WM.
was
a
there
in
the
Furthermore,
light
and chickens for sale. Mrs. N. J. cordially Invited.
ROGERS &
sculptor's window. With a breathless
Dillon.
SONS'
AA
exclamation he clambered up the steps
STANDARD
and pounded on the door.
Manager Joe Tinker of the Chifeds
It. was several minutes before the
SILVER
is not batting so well in the Federal
when
and
found
he
i!7
janitor responded,
league as he did In the National last
that he had been summoned from his
season.
comfortable basement chamber for the
FRENCH.
workman.
sole purpose of admitting "that dago A COHEN First class
tREY
(STERLaundry. Established 24 years. Your
boy an' a fierce' old cur" he flatly reLING) FINISH
fused to help in the animal's removal
patronage solicited. East Las Vegas.
PILLS
CHICHESTER
to the upper regions. So Pedro did
THIS UIAMONO BRAND.
A
Ladles! Ask jotir Urumstlnt for a
EMPRESS 1
it alone, and reached Leigh's door
lMamoftd It ranI
DR.
ADELAIDE
LEWIS
B.
breathless and exhausted. At his
IMlls in Hed and Hold n.etallicV
can be obboxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
S
Osteopathic Physician
Take. n other. Rnr of yonr v H
.TFR
AcWorrill.'lFM
4
tained ia thi city from
Office Crockett Building
DUAiOND ltRA.Nl 111.1,(4, for 5
known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
years
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m. Wa
MS
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Residence Phone Main 384
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For Rent

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
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you
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For Sale

i.

y

tscelancous

;

S

ft

lbs, or Mere, Each Del very
lbs, to 2,006 lbs. Each Delivery
lbs, to 1,006 lbs. Each Delivery
lbs, to 201 Ibe, Each Delivery
Less than 61 Ibe, Each Delivery

f,000
1,000
200
60

GEO. H. HUNKER
Vegas, New Mexico.

descendants

of

England, in

1636,

(To be continued tomorrow)
Don't endure tne needless pain and
torment of rheumatism, aggravated as
it is by the hot weather. W. T. Hut
chens, Nicholson, Ga., says: "1 suf
fered the aches and pains of rheuma
tism, swollen feet, irregular painful
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the
best. 0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug

co.--

Adr.

jj

;j
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New

Market Finders

and settled in this

England

Sour Stomacti
If you are troubled with this complaint you should take Chamberlain's
Tablets, being careful to observe the
directions with each bottle. You are
certain to be benefited by them if you
give them a trial. Sold by all dealers. Adv.

tte Parlti C3

raaea,

Are Best

Jonathan

soon after his arrival here, and
to be the oldest dwelling in

4o

1N lee.
per 1M IMk
per 1N las,
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Going Up to Leigh, the Boy Placed
Fairbanks, who came from Yorkshire,
His Hands on the Giant's Shoulder.

knock, the door flew wide, revealing town, came here today to attend the
Leigh, clad in an old brown dressing-gow- n thirteenth annual reunion of the Fairand slippers, his pipe, as usual, banks Family in America. The rehanging reversed from the corner of union was held In the old Fairbanks
his mouth.
built by the founder of
"What the devil " began the sculp- homestead,
the American branch, of the family
tor.

.M.w.::ao

HQ

REUNION
FAMILY
FAIRBANKS
Dedham, Mass., Aug. 20. Several

hundred

psr 1M
5e per 1N Ike.

w4te
v..vf
.w.w.-l-

Harvesters, Itorers, aid Distributors ef Hatmral he,
Lasting Qualities f Which Hare Made Lai Yet
OFFICE 71 DOUOLAI AVENUE

"

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phon
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411

,....-- . .v..

AGUAPURA COMPANY

Attorney-at-La-

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
,
IS Years Practical Experience.
B. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
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Have you giest from out of town?
Did yovi entertain yovir friends?
Have yoi .eoi item of interest?
Do you want dvnce information
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial room
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H.ve you property

for sale?
Do you weait work or help?
Hcve you lost something?
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MISS IHIBHAY

GETS

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

LOCAL

NEWS

11

also an art teacher of excellent
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Rye
qualities.
Th vormal hones to place an exniWILL NOT RETURN TO THE NORAssocia
Club breakfast every day.
Hotel
1,H at the State Teachers'
MAL UNTIL THE FALL
ran
mai Homalne. Adv.
this
coming
tion convention
OF 1915
will be superior to anything ever
seen In the state.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
It was made public today that
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
of
director
the
Miss Cornelia Murray,
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
musio and art at the New Mexico
of this famous mono
season
34th
one
secured
had
Normal t'niversity.
"Deborah, or the Wrongs of a Jewtain resort. Carriage out every Sat
year's leave of absence. Miss Murish
GirL" Two-ree- l
following
Thanhouser, at
returning
will
morning,
nrday
ray is In California at present and
the
Mutual tonight only. Adv.
J10.00.
transportatatcharges
Friday;
the
winter,
there
remain
through
$1.00.
Special rates Tor longtending school. During the past year ion,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Purcell are
East Las Vegas.
Address
deer
time.
art
and
music
she conducted the
the
at
orders
Murphey's
proud parents of a baby boy,
Leave
partment at the Normal in an excel- Box B.
to them yesterday afternoon.
bcrn
Adr.
hotel.
stur
Plaza
lent way. The drawings by the
best
the
were
her
among
under
dents
The famous Miller tires have not
AUTO BARGAIN
exhibited at Albuquerque at the state
In price. Guaranteed 4,500
advanced
six
model
cylinder
For sale, 1913
educational convention last fall.
Bizes In stock. L. V. Auto
All
miles.
bargain
new;
Miss Marie Senecal will take Miss Chalmers. Practically
Adv.
and Machine Company.
Wm.
Whalen,
sale.
Inquire
for
quick
Murray's place during the coming
Co.
Machine
and
year. Miss Senecal comes from Utah Las Vegas Auto
Mrs. M. F. Holland of Chicago has
where she has been teaching for the Adv.
rented the William P. Mills residence
on Sixth street and will reside there
in the future.
t

And has NOT Been Advanced in Price.

AND

BAKER
S3

m Fill peaches
Superior to (he California Peaches
--

Per
Box

I HE DA VB&
TIII CASH GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air
7

Se

J

v

?

etc., baked

cakes, biscuits,
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order n sack

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
' S. B.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President- .Davis, Vice President.
- H. - Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUct Reynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

At

Time Deposits.

tbe Home o! ibe Best of Everything Eatable

CHASE & SANBORN'S

The third reel in the Lucille Love
series will be run tonight at the
Browne theater. The story is a continuation of the girl's captivity on the
south sea island and is full of interesting and exciting incidents. This
picture Is an excellent one both from
tLe standpoint of the plot and the
photography.

r

n

fled.
A few questions elicited the facts
that both men had been in a crap
game most of the evening; that there
was to be a dance among the negroes
when the evening got thoroughly mellow; that an ample supply of beer
had been brought Into the camp to
add to the gaiety of the occasion, and
that both of them, were given to bibulous habits.
Sheriff Hixenbaugh of Colfax coun

A

One of

quickly disappeared.
Nothing was seen of the young
man, but it is thought that he made
DAMSELS, JEALOUS, STAGE
BOUT IN LINCOLN
good his escape during the exciting
PARK
moments of the conflict. The names
the contenders for the Las Vegas
of
t
That the female of the species Is female boxing championship are not
more deadly than the male was shown kLown.
last night In Lincoln park, when two
native girls became angry; in talking
Automobile stage line to Mora trishout the young man of ttieir affec weekly,
Tuesday, Thursday and Sattions and proceeded to try to do up urday,
Las Vegaa postofflce
leaving
each other. The three were sitting 8 a. m.,
Mora 9:45 a. m.
arriving
a
on one of the benches, having
Leave Mora 1p.m. arrive Las Vegas
when a discussion 5:45 p. m.
pleasant tete-a-teFare for round trip. 15:
arose over the man. One girl reach- one
J3. Round trip tickets good
way,
ed for the other's hair and tried to for one week. H.
B. Hubbard, Prop.
bee how much, of It was false. The 419 Railroad avenue. Phone
Main 897.
other resented this action and plantAdT.
of
In
the
anatomy
ed a swift blow
the Invader. Before the cause of the
Dick Stosh, the Cleveland lightdisturbance realized what was hapother
has come under the manageeach
at
were
the
weight,
pening
girls
like a pair of wildcats, biting, scratch- ment of Matt Hinkle, a popular
man of Cleveland.
ing, pulliug hair and landing good,
dam
most
the
where
punches
healthy
Gardner Brooks of Lowell probably
age could he done.
The noise of the conflict attracted will meet the winner of the Eddie
several other couples from various Cair.pl K!d Herman bout which Is billshady corners of the park and a good ed to take place in New Orleans on,
si::ed crowd gathered before the com Labor day.
te

tires

m tubes

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK

need-

AT

DONE

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
Have you Seen (he New Chelsea Wool
and Fiber Rus?
in

9x12 size.

$9.50
1

-

-

A

good appearing low

priced rug for the sit- -

;

301
20E
fir"
g Stove
Repairs
-

o

CO.STORE

,OETl

Don't wait until the last minute, let
We can furnish
repairs for any stove, heater, furnace
or steam plant made.

O
O

!
!

J jl
"Complete -

ting, dining or bed
room that cannot be
s v
beat.
SEE THEM III

J.
Home -

OUR WINDOW
C. JOHNSEN

& SON

Furnishers."

10 REDUCTION

M

2
ri

Phone Ffialn 379

LUBWIQ WM. ILFELD

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

Next to Bridge

or Dye
yourold

o
oN

FOR PARTICULARS SE

Chas. Ilfeld Company

LET US
Clean

us have your order.

We are Sole Agents.

HAYVVARD

IS RECOMMENDED
STATE CORPORATION
COMMISSIONER

The authorities of the New Mexico CARRAKZA EN1ERSTIIE
ty came in today for the prisoner,
Normal University are disturbed because a number of the instruments
MEXICAN CAPITAL who will be held either for assault
with a deadly weapon or murder, ac
oidered from Germany for use in the
cording to the outcome of Phillips
psychological laboratory have not ar
PRESIDENT wounds.
rived. These will be of great value NEW PROVISIONAL
to the department, as they are exten
GETS AN OVATION FROM
In
used
It
POPULACE
making experiments.
sively
is thought that the European war has
SillTII AND IIIAIR GET
erased the delay.
20. General
Mexico
City, Aug.
Venustiano Carranza, the supreme
NORMAL CONTRACT
Thos. B. Prout, general secretary chief of the Mexican revolution and
of the railroad Y. M. C. A. of Topeka, from today provisional president of
will fill the pulpit of the First Baptist the republic, entered the capital at
church next, Sunday morning and neon. He was given an enthusiastic THEY WILL BEGIN AT ONCE AL
TERATION OF THE GIRLS'
eening, taking the place of the pas reception by the crowds on the
ter. Rev. J, Milton Harris, who is streets.
DORMITORY
spending his vacation in Iowa. Mr.
Prout is said to be a speaker of great
A Pitched Battle
The contract for the work on the
ability, having filled the pulpits of
Miami, Ariz., Aug. 20 The fight
most of the churches in Topeka and a between Mexican horse thieves and a New Mexico Normal University girls'
man who tries to bring home a posse of Americans, which began dormitory was signed yesterday after
message to his hearers. The public near Ray yesterday, became a battle noon by the board of regents at its
Is cordially invited to hear Mr. Prout. at Devil's canyon today, when the fight- regular monthly meeting, Smith and
and another Am- Mair, the lowest bidders, receiving the
ing was
Charles Hedgcock, a prominent erican was added to the four slain contract Work will be commenced
young attorney of Santa Rosa, is here yesterday. Twelve Mexicans, it was at once and the Improvements will be
finished early in the fall.
on a visit with his parents, Mr. and reported, also were killed.
The regents transacted the regular
Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock. Mr. Hedgcock
of
A force composed of citizens
says the farmers and ranchers In Ray, a mining town, was preparing routine business of checking tip the
Guadalupe county are looking forward late today to assault a house In the president's books. They approved of
to a prosperous fall season, as the canyon, where the cornered bandits th'i selections for the faculty during
sheep and cattle are in excellent con had taken refuge. The Americans the coming year. They agreed to add
dition, the grass high and rich and dead are Deputy Sheriff Finn Brown, new courses and teachers as fast as
CTf'ps giving every prospect of hand- Peter Smith, Earl Miller, timekeeper they could secure appropriations from
the state legislature.
some yields. Every dry farmer who for the Ray Consolidated Mining
The regents were greatly pleased
will
this
a
year
planted crops
reap
Frank Miller, his brother, and
with
the growth of the school. They
rich harvest, according to Mr
not
been
a youth whose name has
yet
The youth was killed Instructed the president to prepare a
ascertained.
in the fighting today. The other report of the school's condition to be
"Red" Smith says he is glad to get Americans were slain yesterday. Af sent to the governor and to the state
of
a. chance to play with
the Boston ter the first brush between the horse legislators, showing the necessity
new
buildings.
Braves. The former Dodger third thiev&s and the posse, Ray citizens
The board will encourage athletics
sacker believes he scents a chunk of drove all Mexicans out of the town.
: '" "
and
support them to the best of Its
world's series money.
The choice of the way the
ability.
their
boosted
The Athletics certainly
school will-brepresented In this, field
west
of
the
at
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the
expense
percentage
to
will
be
the president of the
left
a
ern teams. It came very near being
Institution.
RENT
ccse
Furnished
every
of
four
FOR
housekeeping
straight against
rooms. Phone Main 348, 721 Fourth. team they met.

TEAS and COFFEES

THE GRAAF

THE JOB

was nominated for representative
from San Miguel and Guadalupe counties and A. P. Anaya, present probate
judge was named as candidate for
representative from Guadalupe coun
ty. He will oppose J. M. Casaus, who
wea nominated by the democrats re
cently. The delegation to the state
convention was sent uninstructed, but
waa asked to work for the nomination
of a Spanish-Americafor corporation commissioner. Resolutions ad
opted by the convention favored the
adoption of the direct promary sys
tem and urged the passage of a sal
ary bill which will furnish officers
with pay basedon commercial stand
dards.

J. H. Hunter of Omaha, Neb., claim
agent for the Chicago & Northwestern railway, Is In Las Vegas on a
short trip. Mr. Hunter formerly resided here and never tires of returning to Las Vegas to renew old acquaintances and get relief from the
Nebraska heat

Late yesterday afternoon William
Henderson, a negro mule driver In
the mines at Koehler, and who is
wanted by the sheriff of Colfax county for the shooting of another negro,
y
Henry Phillips, also a miner, last
night la an altercation- - that
seems to have arisen during a crap
game at the camp, was taken from
a Santa Fe freight train here by
Special Officer H. C. Brooks,
Henderson tells a plausible story.
When seen last night by a representative of The Optic he denied that he
was the aggressor and made out a
strong case of self defense. He
claims that Phillips owed him, $7.60,
a debt contracted, partly for board
and partly for supplies that he, Henderson, bought for Phillips to start
batching with, and which Phillips
promised, to settle on pay day. When
he asked for an accounting on Saturday, as they came out of the mine
and received their pay envelopes,
Phillips, he says, with many vile
oaths, said he would see him dead
and In Raton before he would pay
up. According to Henderson this ended the matter so far as he was concerned, but a little later In the evening, only 2:30 o'clock, in fact, while
he was telling his neighbors about it,
Phillips came to the house where the
gossip was going on and started to
abuse him, finally drawing a knife,
repeating his choice phrase about seeing him elsewhere rather than pay,
and lunging viciously. In warding off
received a
the attack Henderson
slashing blow that completely severed
the cartilage of the right nostril.
While he was washing the blood from
his face he says Phillips again as
saulted him, when he reached through
an open doorway for a gun he knew
to be handy, shot his man twice, and

(IAN

batants

slowed up In their attack.
the girls looked up and seeing
the audience beat a hasty retreat. She
CAUSE A ROW uas followed by the other, and both

TirO GIRLS AND

com-paii-

Capital.t$iC0.C00; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

Interest Paid on

FOR

The Royal Neighbors of America will
hold their regular meeting in the O.
At the Guadalupe county republican
R. C. hall tonight. All members are
which was held Saturday
convention,
urged to be present The meeting
at Santa Ro3a, Crescenciano Gallegos
will begin at 8 o'clock.

Some Particularly Fine
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Bernard Greenclay took out his first
naturalization and citizenship papers
WANTED
at the court house this morning. Mr.
Greenclay came to this country the
NATIVE SON
(list of this year from Germany.

DECLARES

Sat-urda-

GROCER

SPANISH-AMERICA-

HENDERSON

HE SHOT IN SELF
DEFENSE

JOHN II. YORK

FOR

STEARNS' STORE.

'

IS ARRESTED HERE
WILLIAM

Moses Best
Boss Patent
Swansdown

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Welch are the
proud parents of an eight pound baby
Mr. Welch Is an employe of
boy.
tho Santa Fe Railway company.

Best that can be Made

RAISE!

In Price of the Best
Flour on the market

be-fi.r- o

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

1914.

BADLY WANTED NEGRO

Is

i

AUGUST 2

stie is a graduate of the

Colorado Normal school at Greeley and
comes highly recommended as a ieaur nf rhonises and Klee cluDS. sue

3 lbs OKc
for LO

THURSDAY,

Garments.

WE CAN

FLEASEM

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

An Optic Want Ad Will Get
What You Want

When You Want It

